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General Information 
St. Cloud State Coliege offers two 1975 sum mer t erms of five weeks 
each. Short duration and full term courses are available to include 
evening co urses. The two terms are equivalent to a regular quarter of 
course work. Students wishing to accelerate their college program 
usuall y find it poss ible to complete the req uirements for a bachelor's 
degree in three calendar years if they take advantage of the summer 
terms. 
Graduate and undergraduate courses are offered in most depart-
ments of the college. Partic ular emphasis is placed on the offerings for 
teachers working for certificate renewal, for a bachelor's degree or for 
a master's degree. A full program of freshman and pre-professional 
courses is avai lable for many high school seniors who begin their col-
lege work in the summer immediately after completing high school. 
Faculty, courses of instruction, and standards are the same as for 
the regular academic year. The college reserves the right to withdraw 
or modify offerings and special feat ures of the summer terms listed in 
this bulletin . 
Summer students may park their cars in lots "C," "J ," " K," "M," 
and the south end of "N" on a first-come, firs t-served basis. No parking 
permits are required. Overnight parking is permitted only in lots "C," 
"J" and "K'.' Overnight parking in other college lots is prohibited 
except on Friday and Saturday. 
ONE SUMMER QUARTER. The Summer School Bulletin and class 
schedule ref lect a change in administration procedures for the summer 
schoo l program of 1975 . Administratively, the summer school pro-
gram wi ll be treated as one summer quarter. Therefore , students will 
rece ive all grade reports at the end of th e second summer term. Stu-
dents intend in g to complete degree programs during the summer term 
sho uld be aware that cert ification for graduation will occur~ and 
~ at the end of the second summer term. 
CENTENNIAL HALL LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER. 
Centennial Hall houses the Learning Resources Center which includes 
all materials and services found in the library and audiovisual services. 
Th e hours the Learnin g Resources Center will be open for student and 
faculty use are as follows: 
Monday/June 9 ( Registration ) 
Tuesday - Friday/June 10-13. 




. 7:15a.m.- 4:00p.m . 
. 7: 15 a.m. -10:00 p.m. 
. 7: 15 a.m. - 10:00 p.m . 
. 7: 15 a.m. - 4:00 p.m . 
7: 15 a .m . - 5 :00 p .m. 
. 2:00 p.m . - 1 0:00 p.m. 
COLLEGIATE BOOKSTORES. Collegiate bookstores are available to 
stu dents on the co ll ege campus. The bookstore hours are as follows: 
Ward's bookstore: 
Monday - Friday 
Closed weekends 
Atwood's Shortstop 
Monday - Friday 
Closed weekends 
7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
9:00 a.m . to 4:00 p.m. 
Student Life and Development 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES. The Social Activities summer sched ule in-
cludes a variety of indoor and outdoor campus events. Recreation 
facilities in Halenbeck Hall and the tennis courts are open to the sum-
mer students and faculty during both sessions. Guest lecturers and 
artists will a lso enhance the summer academic program. 
ATWOOD MEMORIAL COLLEGE CENTER. The center for activities 
during the summer months continues to be the air-conditioned college 
center. A wide variety of social, cultural, and recreational programs is 
made possible through the programming efforts of students on the 
Atwood Board of Governors, the Atwood staff, and the Student 
Activities Office. 
Both indoor and outdoor recreational activities are offered. On the 
lower level of Atwood the Games Area offers bowling, billiards, table 
tennis , foosball, and other simi lar forms of entertainment. Quiet games 
such as chess or bridge are popular also and occasional tournaments 
provide incentive for practice. 
Outdoor rec reational programs have in cluded te nni s, swimming, 
bicycle rallies, frisbee tournaments, canoe outings, and trips to profes-
sional athletic events. 
On the cultura l side , a series of guest lecturers, discussions, films, 
and concerts are offered during summer months. Art exhibits and a 
sidewalk sale are feature d on the Coll ege Mall. 
Summer afternoons and evenings feature outdoor dances and lawn 
concerts or Coffee Hou se performances in the Coffee Hou se Apocalypse 
where snacks are ava ilable. For those with you ngsters on campus, 
several Family Nights will inc lude childre n 's films and other spec ial 
family entertainment. 
Both the Atwood Board of Governors and Major Events Council 
publish schedules of eve nt s, availabl e at the mai n desk in Atwood 
Center. 
Atwood summer hours a re as follows: 
Open Monday, Wednesday , Friday until 6:00 p.m . 
Open Tuesday and Thursday until 8:30 p .m. 
Closed on Saturday and Sunday 
COLLEGE HOUSING. Single and double rooms for men, women and 
married couples are available in the college residence halls. The resi-
dence halls will open for occupancy beginning at 1 :00 p.m. Sunday , 
June 8, and will rema in open for both summer terms. If you have pre-
viously attended the college, you may write directly to the Dire ctor of 
Housing, Carol Hall, St. Cloud State College, St. C loud, Minnesota 
56301 for the necessary app li cation materials. If you will be entering 
college for the first time, your application for housi ng will be mailed 
to you shortly after you receive your letter of acceptance from the 
Office of Admissions and Records. During the summer terms, reserva-
tions are for residence hall rooms on ly. Students shou ld furnish person-
a l items including linens and blankets for a twin size bed. Food service 
is availab le at Atwood Center on a cash a la carte basis. The halls also 
provide small kitchen untis which are available for snack preparation. 
Room refrigerators may be rented. 
HEAL TH SERVICES. Routine cl ini c hours are Monday through Friday 
from 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. with a physician and registered nurse in 
attenda nce. The Hea lth Service prov id es ca re to all students who have 
paid a current Health Service Fee. For a more detailed description of 
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medical care offered by the Health Service, consult the Student 
Handbook. 
Any x-ray, laboratory tests or special procedure that must be done 
some place other than the Health Service is the financial responsibility 
of the student; therefore, all students are encouraged to have insurance 
coverage. 
HEAL TH INSURANCE. The Minnesota State College System has a 
student health insurance plan underwritten by Guarantee Trust Life 
Insurance Company. If you are not covered by your parents' plan or 
do not have an individual plan, you should consider the student health 
insurance plan offered to full-time college students. 
The cost of this plan per quarter and/or summer terms: 
Student Only: $16.00 
Student and Family: $79.50 
(Optional maternity extra on Family Plan) 
Students who have subscribed the previous fall, winter, and spring 
quarters are automatically covered for the summer terms. 
If you want insurance coverage check the appropriate box on the 
registration form when submitting your class schedule. Additional 
information about specific coverage is available in the Health Service or 
Student Life and Development Office. 
COUNSELING SERVICES. The Counseling Center will be open during 
both summer terms. Due to minimal staffing during this period, 
services will be available to a limited number of students. 
FINANCIAL Al D. Student financial aids available for summer school 
include the National Direct Student Loan and Work-Study programs, 
Federally Insured Student Loans, and emergency loans. For informa-
tion on these aids, inquire at the Financial Aids Office in Stewart Hall 
or write to this office for the financial aids brochure. 
Federal regulations state that summer term students must attend 
St. Cloud State College the quarter immediately preceding (spring) or 
immediately following {fall) the summer terms in order to be eligible 
to apply for financial aid. 
General Education Courses 
The following courses are designated as appropriate for general educa· 
tion. (See the Undergraduate Bulletin for complete details.) 
ALL COLLEGE COURSES 
Current Issues - 432 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
ACCT 280 
BEOA 101, 216, 308 
MGMF 167, 270, 361, 362, 363, 370, 375 
MKGB 235, 238, 320,321,322,336,437 









PSY 111, 121, 270, 370, 390 
SEED 103,436 
SPED 471 
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS 




171, 172, 173, 174, 176,198,221,222,223,229, 
230,231,240,3 05,321,322,330,421,422,463 
TH 140,232,233,250,254,255,260,434 




SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES 
AMST 101,102,302,490 





































131 , 1 32, 1 33, 21 o, 211, 21 2, 243, 311, 312, 321, 
322, 323, 341, 411, 412, 413,414,421, 422, 423, 
431,432,433,435,436,441,460 
101,105, 111 ,121,131,140,141,200,201,202, 
203 
121,169,251,254,269,440 
110, 120, 122, 140*, 150, 270*, 280, 281, 282, 
290*,370*,442* 
103, 106,107, 201, 202, 207, 208 
201,211,251 
1 31, 1 32, 1 33, 140, 210, 211, 212, 243, 311, 312 
260,261,264,268,281,369 
131, 132, 133,210,211,212,243,311, 312, 313, 
341,411,414,421,422,423,431,432,433,434, 
435,436,437,438,439,441,460 
161,220*, 222*, 223*,224*, 226*, 280*, 321*, 
324*,331* 
104,204,301,401,460,470,472 
* May be used only as electives in meeting general education 
requirements. 
Graduate Program 
St. Cloud State College offers varied opportunities for study at the 
graduate level. Programs are available in most teaching fields and for 
the preparation of specialized school service personnel, in the areas of 
business administration, professional counseling, and in several liberal 
arts fields. 
Students who are interested in pursuing degree or certificate pro• 
grams are required to submit an Application for Admission to Advanced 
Studies. They must have two official copies of their undergraduate 
transcripts sent to the Graduate Studies Office from the college where 
the work was taken . M.A. and M.S. applicants must take the Graduate 
Record Exa mination Aptitude Test; the Advanced Test in the major 
field is also required by many departments. MBA students take the 
Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business (ATGSB) rather than 
the Graduate Record Examination. After these materials have been 
received, the applications of eligible students will be processed to the 
major department for a recommendation on the application. When the 
student is accepted, an adviser is appointed. Completed application 
materials, including transcripts and test scores should be received in the 
Graduate Office at least 30 days prior to the opening of the summer 
session for which the applicant expects to register. Students who are 
not formally accepted prior to the opening of the summer session or 
students who do not intend to pursue an advanced degree may register 
for course work as a Special Student. To register as a Special Student, 
the student should contact the Office of Admissions and Records for 
the requi red application materials. Upon submission of the application, 
a Special Student Registration Permit will be issued. 
SPECIALIST DEGREE 
INFORMATION MEDIA. The Specialist Degree program in lnforma· 
tion Media is designed to meet the specialized needs of media personnel 
at all levels. Individualized programs can be developed to prepare for 
administrative positions in the media field, for positions in a junior· 
senior college, university media center, or in industry. Students will 
also be able to develop programs to provide the competencies required 
for Minnesota certification in library, audiovisual education, media 
generalist, and media supervisor. 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION. A newly approved program is 
available for the Specialist Degree in Educational Administration. 
Programs are available which permit the student to specialize in 
Elementary School Administration, Secondary School Administration, 
General School Administration or Special Education Administration. 
The programs sa tisfy the requirements for full Minnesota certificate in 
the areas of educational administration. 
MASTER OF SCI ENCE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS. Both Plan A and Plan Bare 
available for students who want to major in Elementary Education. In 
both programs students are required to successfully complete 24 
credits in courses related to teach ing in the elementary school. They 
are required also to co mplete at least 15 credits of general education 
courses. 
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION. Programs are available in both 
Junior High School and Senior High School Education. These pro· 
grams are designed for teachers who are or plan to become career 
secondary schoo l teachers. Spec ial seminars and programs related to 
the junior a nd senio r high school age students are included. Candidates 
are required to complete a concentration in subject-matter area(s) . Two 
teachin g fields are recommended for the junior high school program; 
one fi eld is required for the senior high school program. Programs are 
available on both thesis and non-thesis plans. 
SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS. For admission to most of the 
secondary teaching majors at the graduate level, a minimum of an 
undergraduate minor is required. In some programs an undergraduate 
major is required for admission. Specialization is offered in the follow· 
ing areas: Art, Biology, Business Education, English, Geography, 
History, Industrial Arts, Mathematics, Music, Physical Education, Phy· 
sical Science, and Social Science (including Economics, Sociology and 
Politi ca l Science). A few of these programs are available under Plan A 
only. 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION. Programs are offered for the 
elementary sc hool principal, the secondary school principal, and com· 
munity education director. These programs have been approve d by the 
Minnesota State Department of Education. Both thesis and non-thesis 
plans are available. Minnesota certification requires th e co mpletio n of 
the Speciali st degree to qualify for the el e mentary and secondary school 
principa lship as well as the school superintendency. 
READING SPECIALISTS. In addition to background courses, students 
enrolled in the program for Reading Spec ialists are given opportunities 
to practice in the ana lysis and correction of reading disabilities under 
supervised conditions. Successful completion of this program qualifies 
the perso n for certification as a remedial read ing teacher, developmental 
reading teacher, or reading consultant. Thi s program is available under 
both Plans A and B. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL. Both Plans A and Bare avai la· 
ble to stud ents desiring to major in Special Education. Plan A is 
designed primarily for those students who have obtained a teaching 
endorsement in Special Education and who desire advanced work. For 
those who are working for initial certification, Plan B is recommended. 
For those students interested in Special Education Administration, 
a Specialist degree program is available und e r the supervision of the 
Departm ent of Educational Administration. 3 
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INFORMATION MEDIA. (L ib rary and Audiovisu a l Education). With 
the current emphasis on mod ular sc hed uling and Instructional Materials 
Centers, the graduate program in Info rmation Media has been developed 
to support persons in the media (p rint and non-print) and curriculum 
areas. Requ irements for basic ce rtifi ca tion as well as the graduate 
degree can be met in summe r sess ions. Ava ilable only under Plan B. 
SCHOOL COUNSELOR. Students who en roll in the School Counseling 
Program are given considerable co u rse work in various aspects of 
Guidance and Personne l work. This ex pe rience culminates in a super· 
vis~d practicum in Counsel ing. 
EMPLOYMENT COUNSELO RS. A program in Employment 
Counseling has been initiated. T his program is available under Plans A 
and B, and is open to stude nts wh o do not have teacher education 
backgrounds. 
GENERAL COUNSELORS. The Ge neral Counseling program is 
designed to prepare students for servin g in fields of college personnel 
work and other public and pri vate age ncies. Both the thesis and non-
thesis plans are available. 
REHABILITATION CO UNS ELORS. A program leading to the degree 
of Master of Science with a ma jor in Rehabil itation Counseling is 
avai lable. This program is o pe n to students who do not have teacher 
education backgrounds. 
SPEECH AND HEARING THERAPISTS. Thi s program offers a 
combination of course work in the basic areas, seminars, clinical 
practicum, and research to q uali fy th e graduate for the certific.ate of 
clinical competence awarded by th e American Speech and Hearing 
Association. Available o n Pla n A o r Plan B. 
MASTE R OF ARTS 
Programs leading to the Master of Arts degree have thus far been 
deve loped fo r students des irin g to major in Art, Biology, English, 
Hi story or Mathematics. Undergraduate preparation in teacher educa· 
tion is not required for admissio n to th ese programs. For specific 
information about each of these p rograms , the student should consult 
the latest Graduate Bul leti n. 
MASTER OF BU SI NESS ADMINISTRATION 
T he program leading to the Mas te r of Business Administration degree is 
avai lable for students who h ave so me ba ckground in Business Ad minis· 
trat ion course work; howeve r, it is not necessary to have an under-
grad uate Business Administra ti o n major to be admitted . Realistic 
oppor tunit ies are provided fo r ma kin g bu siness case anal yses. Through 
sem inars, students share t he ir fi ndings with fellow students, the 
facu lty, a nd business leaders in th e St. Cloud area. 
FIFTH Y EAR PROGRAM 
A planned Fifth Year Program is avai lable for those teachers who do 
not desire to work fo r a Master's degree or for those who do not other-
wise qua lify to work for the Master's degree. It is anticipated that the 
Fifth Year of work wil l be integrated with the first four years of the 
student's preparation. A mini mum of 45 credits is required, about 
one-third of which must be take n at the gradu ate level. The minimum 
honor po int ratio required fo r successful completion of this program 
is 2.25 ("C+"). 
HUMAN RELATIONS 
Offerings which will mee t Minnesota Sta te Boa rd o f Educ a tion Regu-
la tions for certification will be avai lab le a t St. C loud State Coll ege 
during the First and Second Su m mer Te rms 1975. For comple te in-
formation write to Douglas Risberg, Direc to r, Hum a n Relations Pro-
gram, St. Cloud State College, St. Cloud, MN 56 301. 
Admissions 
UNDERGRADUATE: New undergraduate students must submit an 
application for admission. Write the Office of Admissions and Records 
or contact your high school for admissions information and materials. 
GRADUATE: New graduate students must write to the Graduate 
Studies Office for admission information and materials. All graduate 
students must present a permit to register at the registration area. 
SPECIAL STU DENTS: New students not pursuing a degree at St. 
Cloud State College must write to the Office of Admissions and 
Records for a Special Student Application. All special students must 
present a permit to register at the registration area. 
Registration 
The summer quarter is divided into two terms. All courses scheduled 
for the first term will meet from June 10 to Ju ly 11; all courses 
sched ul ed for the second term will meet from Jul y 15 to August 15. 
A grade sheet will be sent to each student at the end of the quarter. 
Grade sheets and transcripts will not be available before the end of the 
quarter. 
Proper registration is your responsibility. Advisers will assist in the 
selection of courses; however, ultimate responsibility rests with you . 
Read this class schedu le carefully. Refer to the College Bulletin to 
in sure that yo u are meeting genera l education, major, and minor 
requirements. 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES. On the following pages are listed , by de-
partments , the courses offered during th e summer quarter of 1975 . 
Descr iptio ns of the courses ma y be found in the Undergraduate Bul-
letin or the Graduate Bulletin , where stud ents should consult curri-
culum a nd course requirements. 
The college reserves the right to withdraw or modify any course or 
to change instructors. 
WORKSHOPS, INSTITUTES AND TOURS. Students registering for 
Workshops, In stitutes and Tours carrying the designation "Permission 
Only" should refer to the spec ial registration instructions li sted under 
"Workshops." Registration for Workshops, Institutes and Tours which 
do NOT ca rry the designation " Permission Only" is the same as any 
other cou rse. Follow the registration instructions as listed below or 
reg ister the first day of class. 
BY PERMISSION ONLY. Permission of the department c hairperson is 
needed for all classes listed as "by permission only ." These include 
independent study courses. Submit the proper written permission form 
with your Course Requ est Form. Forms are available from the depart-
ment cha irperson. 
CANCELLATION OF REGISTRATION. Please contact the Off ice of 
Admissions and Records in writing, giving your name and social security 
number, if yo u wish to cancel your registration at any time. 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS. If you change your address at any time 
during the quarter, you must contact the Office of Admissions and 
Records before the last week of the quarter . 
CLASS HOURS. 
4-credit courses meet da il y (Monday through Friday) for 90-minute 
periods. 
3-credit courses meet daily (Monday thro ugh Friday) for 70-minute 
periods. 
2-credit courses meet daily (Monday through Friday) for 45-minute 
periods. 
1-credit courses meet daily (Monday through Friday) for 45-minute 
periods. 
All 4-credit laboratory courses will arrange one additional class period 
each week. 
CLASS LOAD. The maxi mum load which a graduate studen t may 
carry is a combined total of 16 credits or 9 credits in any one term. 
The normal undergraduate load is 16 credits. Students with an overall 
honor point ratio of 3.00 or above may take a maximum of 20 credits 
without permission. Students with less than a 3.00 honor point ratio 
must receive permission from the school dean of their major or 
intended major. All students wishing to register for more than 20 
credits must secure permission from their school dean. Forms are 
available in the Office of Admissions and Records. 
CLASS MEETING TIMES. 
0730-0900 = 7:30 a.m . to 9:00 a.m. 
0915-1045 = 9:15 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. 
11 00-1230 = 11 :00 a.m. to 12: 30 p.m. 
1245-141 5 = 12:45 p.m. to 2:15 p.m. 
1430-1600 = 2:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Evening classes: 1800-2130 = 6:00 p.m . to 9:30 p.m. {with some 
variations). 
M=Monday; T=Tuesday; W=Wednesday; R=Thursday; F=Friday 
CLASS NUMBERING SYSTEM. 
001-099 = no college credit 
100, 200 = Freshmen and Sophomores 
300, 400 = Juniors and Seniors (Student must be admitted to a 
major program in the School of Business or Education, be intending 
to major in a program in the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences, 
Fine Arts or Industry, be a transfer student registering for the first 
or second time, or be in an approved two-year progra·m.) 
500,600 = Graduate 
CO-REQUISITE. If a course lists a co-requisite, the student must also 
register for that class. 
GRADING OPTION. SU-REQ = {Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory} grading 
is required. All other classes will be graded on the ABCDE system. 
REFUNDS. No partial refunds will be made for courses dropped after 
the c lass begins unless the student withdraws from the college. No 
refun ds will be made for short courses (duration of less than two and 
one-half weeks) after the beginning of that course. Courses meeting in 
the second term may be dropped for a full refund anytime before the 
class begins. Tuition and fees paid for first term classes may not be 
applied to seco nd term classes after June 9, 1975. 
PENAL TIES. Fees must be paid prior to the first day of classes or 
there will be an additional fee of $5.00 the first day plus $2.00 per 
day accumu lative through the first four days of the term. Change 
of program at the request of the student after beginning of classes will 
be charged $ 2.00 per change. 
TIME CONFLICTS. You must not sched ule a time conflict (Two 
courses or a free time and-a course meeting at the same time in the 
same term) without written permission from one of the instructors 
involved. Submit permission slip with your Course Request Form. 
VARIABLE CREDIT. A course listed with VR as credit means the 
co urse can be taken for a variable credit . The number of credits must 
be app roved by t he department chairperson. Forms are available from 
the department chairperson. 
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Change of Schedule 
(Drop and Add) 
The periods for adding classes to your schedule are: 
FIRST AND SECOND TERM 
11 :00 a.m. to 12: 30 p.m., Monday, June 9, in the Atwood Center 
Ballroom. 
7:30 a .m., Tuesday, June 10, to 2:00 p.m. Friday, June 13, in the 
Office of Admissions and Records . 
No additions to first te rm will be accepted after June 13 for classes 
beginn ing June 10. 
SECOND TERM 
11 :00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Monday, July 14, in the Atwood Center 
Ballroom. 
7:30 a.m. Tuesday, July 15 to 2:00 p.m. Friday, Jul y 18, in the Office 
of Admiss ions and Records. 
No additions to second term will be accepted after Jul y 18 for classes 
beginning July 15. 
Students wishing to drop courses must do so by the last day of the 
term (July 11 for first term, August 15 for second term) . 
No refund wi ll be issued for courses dropped after t he first c lass 
meeting. Students who fail to officially drop from a cou rse will 
receive a grade of "E". Students withd rawi ng completely from the 
college must process a withdrawal form in the Student Life and 
Deve lopment Office. 
Registration For Evening Courses 
Registration for courses meeting in the evening wi ll be cond ucted at 
th e first class meeting for those students that did not take advantage 
of advance registration (see be low). 
Registration For 
Off-Campus Courses 
Registration for off-campus courses wi ll be conducted at the first 
class meet ing; no advance registration will be held . Tuition will 
be paid at the time of registration. In formatio n abou t a specific 
course may be obtained from the department offe ring the course. 
Advance Registration 
All students who are eligible to attend St. Cloud State College are 
encouraged to take advantage of advance registration. Fees for all 
classes must be paid by May 30 for summer quarter or your class 
schedule will be canceled. 
1. Students enrol led in classes during Spring 1975 wi ll have registra-
tion materials prepared for them . Students must present some form 
of identification (Col lege ID, driver's license, etc.) to rece ive registra-
tion materials. Materials will be completed at the Atwood Center 
Ballroom on May 9 from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Advance Registra-
tion ends May 9 for summer quarter. 
2 . Students not enrolled in classes Spring 1975 may submit a request 
for courses on the form in the back of this booklet before May 9. A 
class schedu le and fee statement wi ll be mailed to the billing or 
loc al address by May 21. 
3. Students requesting readmission after being "dropped for low 
scholarship " must report to the Office of Admissions a nd Records 
for permission to re-enroll. 
4. New entering students will receive registration instructions when 
accepted for admission to the college. 
5. Students who plan to attend Summer Quarter but are unable to 
take advantage of Advance Registrati on must notify the Office of 
Admissions and Records of their intention to register at General 
Regi st ration . 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION PROCEDURES 
1. Prepare a "tr ial" schedu le to make certain you do not schedule a 
time conflict in the same term. Permission from one ins tructor must 
be presented at registration to schedule a time conflict. (See back 
page.) 
2. Write your name and soc ial secur ity number in the appropriate 
space provided on the Trial Schedule Form. If you do not have a 
soc ial security number, you must repo rt to the Office of Admissions 
and Records. Your registration will not be processed unless you 
have a social sec urity number or a nine digit number approved by 
that office. 
3. List the four digit course refe rence number, department name, 
course number, section, credit, class time and c lass days. (See Class 
Numbering System.) 
4 . For eac h first choice, list an appropriate alternate course in the 
alternate section of the Trial Schedule Form. Do not use different 
sections of first choice courses as alternate courses even if it is 
offered in a different term. 
5. The class sched ule has a series of free time periods available for 
blocking out segments of the day or a term. You may select two 
of th e free time blocks. However , in doing so, yo u should realize 
that: 
A. Designating free time means that yo u will not be assigned any 
co urses during that time. 
B. Requests for free time decrease the chances of ha ving yo ur 
schedule completed. 
A free time block should be requested only when absolutely 
ne cessary because of comm uting problems, a work schedu le or 
other college obligations . You shou ld block o ut the entire term if 
you are unable to atte nd classes during t hat term. (Use 9990 if 
you cannot attend the first term and 9995 if you cannot attend t he 
second term. 
6. Complete the Course Request Form (See Advance Registration, 
sect ion 1 & 2). Carefully copy the course reference numbers from 
your Trial Schedule. Make certain you place you r first choice of 
classes on t he left and your alternate courses on the right side of 
the form . An alternate course must be on the same line as the first 
choice course and must not be a different sec t ion of a first choice 
course. 
Please recheck the course reference numbers on your Course 
Request Form with the class schedule to make certain you have 
listed the courses and free time b locks correctly for the proper 
term. Do not schedule tim e conflicts within the same term. 
7. If you wish to audit a course (receive no credit), check the appro-
priate box after the co urse reference number. 
8. If you are repeating a course, check the appropriate box after the 
course reference number so that your honor point ratio can be 
adjusted at the end of the quarter. 
9. Your approved class schedule and fee statement will be mailed to 
the billing or local add ress by May 21. All fees for Advance Regis-
tratio n must be paid by May 30 for summer quarter . 
Students receiving a partial schedule (fewer than the number of 
credits requ ested) also must pay fees by the deadlines fo r credits 
received. (See General Registration for instructions regard in g com-
pletion of partial schedule .) 
If you wish to change your sched ule (drop and/or add) , you 
must pay your fees to reserve yo ur sc heduled classes. A full re fund 
will be made for all classes dropped before the first class meeting. 
10. If your fees are not paid by the deadline, yo ur class schedule will be 
canceled, and you must report for General Registration to create a 




General Registration is for students who did not register at advance 
registration , who registered at advance registration but did not pay fees 
before the deadline, or received a partial schedule at advance registra-
tion. Genera l Registration and fee payment will be held on June 9 for 
first and second term and July 14 for second term in the Atwood 
Ce nter Ballroom. The fo llowin g schedule will be used: 
PARTIAL SCHEDULES TIMETABLE 
Partial sched ules (For students who did not receive the number 
of credits requested at advance registration ) are to be completed 
between 8:00 a. m. and 9:00 a.m. Students must bring th ei r receipted 
fee statement to be adm itted to the registration area. 
Last digit of Social Security Number 
First & Second Term Second Term 
(June 9) (July 14) 
8:00-8 : 15 





5, 6, 7 




1, 2, 3 
PARTIAL REGISTRATION CONTINUES: 
FIRST AND SECOND TERM 
June 9, 9:00-12 :30, Atwood Center Bal lroom 
Jun e 10-13, 7: 30-4:00, Office of Admissio ns and Records 
SECOND TERM 
July 14, 9:00-12:30, Atwood Ce nte r Ballroom 
June 15-18, 7:30-4: 00, Office of Admissions and Records 
FULL REGISTRATION TIMETABLE 
Fu ll registration and fee payme nt is scheduled from 9:00 a.m . to 
11 :00 a.m . (For students who did not reg ister at advance registration 
or who had t hei r class schedules cance led because they did not pay fees 
by the deadline.) 
Last digit of Social Security Number 
First & Second Term Second Term 
(June 9) (July 14) 
9 :00-9 : 15 1 
9 : 15-9: 30 2 
9: 30-9:45 3,4 
9 :45 -10:00 5 
10:00-10: 15 6 , 7 
10:15-10: 30 8 
10: 30-10:45 9 
10:45-11 :00 0 
FULL REGISTRATION AND 
FEE PAYMENT CONTINUES: 
FIRST AND SECOND TERM 









June 10-13, 7:30-4: 00 , Office of Admissions and Records 
SECOND TERM 
July 14, 11 :00-12 : 30, Atwood Center Ballroom 
July 15-18, 7 :30-4:00, Office of Admissions and Records 
DROP/ADD - See Change of Schedule (Drop and Add) page 6. 
Graduation 
Students wish ing to graduate Summe r Quarter must subm it an Appli-
catio n for Grad uation to the Office of Admissions and Records (under-
grad uate) or the Office of Graduate Studies (graduate) before June 23. 
All grad uates will be processed at the end of Summer Quarter. Summer 
Qu arter commencement wi ll be on August 14. 
Tuition and Fees 
TUITION* 
The following sched ule of tu it io n charges is effective in the Minnesota 





$ 8.00 per credit hour 
$16 .25 per cred it hour 
Residents . . . $1 0.25 per credit hour 
Non-residents $20.25 per cred it hour 
Workshops (no separate costs for non-residents) 
Undergraduates $ 8.00 per cred it hour 
Graduates ... . . . . .. .. . ... $10.25 per credit hour 
FEES* 
Health Service Fees, Student Union Fees, and Student Activity Fees are 
assessed all students on the basis of $2.25 per credit up to a maximum 
of $36.00. (Workshops a re ex~mpt from the above fees.) 
Additio nal Fees 
Bowling Fees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10.00 
To wel Fee for physical educatio n courses . $ 1.00 
Music Lessons. Orchestral Instruments . $15.00 
Music Lessons. Piano . $15.00 
Music Lesso ns. Voice . . . . . . . . . . $15.00 
Music Lessons. Organ . . . . . . . . . . $20.00 
{No fee charged music majors and minors for requ ired 
credits.) 
*By the actio n of the Minneso ta State Co llege Board, tuition and fees 
are subject to change witho ut notice . 
Workshops, Institutes, 
Educational Tours 
A. Registration for on -campu s summer Workshops, Institutes, and 
Tours NOT listed as "Permission Only" shall follow all dates, 
deadlines, and procedures as listed un de r Advanced and General 
Registration or stud ents may register the first day of class. Please 
refer to the sectio n entitl ed "Registration" on page 5. 
B. Registrat io n for those Workshops, Institutes, and Tours carry in g 
the designation "Permission Only" are courses in which the 
instructor's permission is required for registration , th erefore, a 
special registration procedure has been estab lished. 
Students must immediatel y contact the instructor for permission 
to enroll afte r which the instructor will forward registrati o n instruc-
tions to the student. 
TUITION 
Workshop tuition is the same as other reside nt courses unless other-
wise indi cated, however, stud ent union, student activ ities and health 
service fees are not assessed workshop credits. Please refer to the 
tuition schedule above. 
Workshops, Experimental and Short Courses 
FIRST SUMMER TERM/JUNE 9 - JULY 11 
The following listings include a schedule of workshops, 
short duration courses, and experimental courses for the 
summer quarter. Each workshop or course has the follow-
ing information listed in sequence: Department code; 
Course number; Course reference number in parenthesis; 
Title; Date; Credits; Day{s) of the week; Class hours; 
Building and room; Special information; Instructor. 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
AMST 495(07 77) - 595(07 72); The City in America; June 7 9 -
July 7 7; 2 credits; MTWRF; 7 700-7 230,· SH 228; Simpson. 
Workshop will focus on dominant American attitudes to the 
city, past and present, and the influence of such attitudes 
upon contemporary architecture and city planning. Designed 
to help the secondary and junior college instructor and those 
preparing for such careers develop curriculum materials and 
methods for teaching this content. 
ART 
ART 495(0352) - 595(0353); Raku Workshop; June 30-
July 7 7; 2 credits; MTWRF; 7 700-7330; KVAC GO2; 
Halberg. 
The making, glazing and firing of rakuware . 
A RT 695(87 27 ); Exposure '75; June 8-74; 4 credits; Hours 
Arranged; Off Campus - Location to be determined; By 
Permission Only; Special Fees $20.00; Roy and Korte. 
An intensive workshop in the various fine arts studio ex-
perience with additional exposure in curriculum, research 
and trends in art education. 
ECONOMICS 
ECON 495(87 22) - 595(87 23); Economic Education; 
June 9 - July 7 7; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7600; Off 
Campus - Washington Elementary School, Alexandria, 
Minnesota; By Permission Only; Nappi. 
Open only to elementary school teachers in the Alexandria 
Public School System - particularly in social studies and 
economic education . 
EDUCATION 
ED 495(8 7 24) - 595(87 25); Economic Education; June 9 -
July 71 ; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7600; Off Campus -
Washington Elementary School, Alexandria, Minnesota; 
By Permission Only; Nappi. 
Open only to elementary school teachers in the Alexandria 
Public School System - particularly in social studies and 
economic education . 
9 
ENGLISH 
ENGL 495(2315) - 595(2376); Creative Writing Workshop 
in Poetry and Fiction; June 10-23; 3 credits; MTWRF; 
1230-1605; MS 114; Special Fees $5. 00; Meissner. 
A discussion of poetry and fiction writing techniques and 
ideas. Includes student writing experiments as well as 
visits from published professional poets and fiction writers 
from the upper midwest area. No prerequisites. Graded on 
an S-U basis. 
ENGL 495-595,· Planning English Elective Courses; MTWRF; 
1230-177 5,· R 2; Otto. 
ENGL 495(237 7); Section 2; 2 credits; June 23-27. 
ENGL 595(2339); Section 2; 2 credits; June 23-27. 
ENGL 495(2342); Section 5; 2 credits; June 30- July 3. 
ENGL 595(2343); Section 5,· 2 credits; June 30- July 3. 
Each workshop section is unique, thereby, allowing the 
student to select any week or weeks desired. 
Critical analysis of existing elective programs, with reference 
to Hillocks, Farrell, and others. Development of standards 
for adequate programs with practical application to indi-
vidual teaching situations of members of the class. · 
ENGL 495-595; Writers of the Upper Midwest; June 9 -
July 3; MTWRF; 7230-7455; MS 710; Lundquist. 
ENGL 495(2340); Section 3; 1 credit; June 9-7 3. 
ENGL 595(2341 ); Section 3; 1 credit; June 9-7 3. 
ENGL 495(2344); Section 6; 1 credit; June 76-20. 
ENGL 595(2345); Section 6; 1 credit; June 16-20 
ENGL 495(2346); Section 7; 1 credit; June 23-27. 
ENGL 595(2347); Section 7; 1 credit; June 23-27. 
ENGL 495(2348),· Section 8; 1 credit; June 30- July 3. 
ENGL 595(2349); Section 8; 1 credit; June 30- July 3. 
Each workshop section is unique, thereby, allowing the 
student to select any week or weeks desired, i.e., a request 
for 2344 and 2346 would result in an enrollment of 2 credits 
(ENGL 495, Section 6 and 7) for June 76-27. 
A four-part consideration of Upper Midwestern Literature, 
beginning with pioneer and immigrant writers and themes, 
moving to the contrasting vision of Lewis and Fitzgerald, 
going on to an introduction to Frederick Manfred, and 
concluding with a discussion of regionalism as a literary 
concept. 
EARTH SCI ENCE 
£SCI 495(2604} - 595(2605); Weather Workshop for Earth 
Science Teachers; June 9-20; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7 500; 
MS 22; A. Anderson. 
An introductory study of weather events and systems from 
the viewpoint of basic causes, structure and measurement. 
£SCI 495(2606} - 595(2607); Workshop in Field Geology 
for Earth Science Teachers; June 23 - July 5; 4 credits; 
MTWRFS - One day on campus, the remainder of time 
in the field; By Permission Only; Special Fees $ 7 50. 00; 
G. Anderson. 
A two-week experience in field geology in Minnesota and 
South Dakota with the opportunity to collect minerals and 
rocks, photograph significant geologic exposures and ex-
10 amine th e geology of the upper Midwest. 
HUMAN RELATIONS 
HURL 495(8 7 17) - 595(81 18); Human Relations and the 
Teacher; June 9- July 10,· 6 credits; MTWR; 0900-7 200; 
Off Campus - Anoka Technical Institute, Anoka, Minne-
sota; By Permission Only,· Special Fees $ 19.50; Downes. 
The workshop will provide a concentrated study of the 
contributions and life-styles of the va rious racial, cultural, 
and socio-economic groups in American society. There will 
be experiential inputs in the areas of communications, inter-
personal relations, and value development related to the 
classroom. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
IND 495(3848) - 595(3849); Methods of Molding; June 23 -
July 3; 4 credits; MTWRF; 097 5-7600,· HH 109; By Permis-
sion Only; Nestel. 
Molding and casting for art, fun, and industry. Working in 
green sand, core sand and plasters; laboratory work in 
patternmaking, molding and rigging patterns. For novice 
beginners to the experienced foundryman. 
IND 495(3846) - 595(3847); World of Construction; June 9-
20; 4 credits; MTWRF; 097 5-7 600,· HH 709; By Permission 
Only; Bjorklund. 
An analysis of the role and directions in teaching construc-
tion in the junior high school. A study of an instructional 
system and the philosophical foundations of such a system. 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS 
COMM 495-595; New Tools and Ideas in Mass Media; 
DeSanto and Bryce. 
COMM 495(7453); Section 2; 4 credits; June 76-27; 
Special Fees $24.00. 
COMM 595(7456); Section 2; 4 credits; June 76-27; 
Special Fees $24.00. 
COMM 495(7408); Section 4; 8 credits; ju11e 76 - July 7 7; 
Special Fees $48.00. 
COMM 595(7409); Section 4; 8 credits; June 76 - July 7 7; 
Special Fees $48.00. 
Study and practice in using new tools and ideas in Mass 
Media. Evaluation of effect and effectiveness of these tools 
and ideas and an understanding of their place in the Mass 
Communications process. 
COMM 495-595; Theory and Operation: Mass Media Equip-
ment; June 9-7 3; Bryce and DeSanto. 
COMM 495(7405); Section 7; 7 credit. 
COMM 595(7452); Section 7; 7 credit. 
COMM 495(7468); Section 5; 2 credits. 
COMM 595(7469); Section 5; 2 credits. 
Instruction and skills training in the theory and operation 
of mass med ia equipment. Special emphasis will be placed 
upon the theory of effective production for commercial 
and educational use. 
MATHEMATICS 
MA TH 695(4008); Activity-Oriented Course for Elementary 
Teachers of Math; Section 7; June 7 6 - July 3; 6 credits; 
MTWRF; 0800-7430; MS 7 70; By Permission Only; L. 
Johnson and Dull. 
Measurement (metric) , patterns in shapes, patterns in 
graphs, patterns in numbers and algebra, patterns in 
statistics, computers. 
MA TH 695(4009); Instructional Time-Sharing in the 
Elementary School; Section 2; June 9-7 3; 3 credits; 
MTWR F; 0900-7 530; MS 7 7 9; One Saturday follow-up 
meeting, Fall 7975; By Permission Only; M. Johnson and 
Dull. 
This course is designed to help those elementary teachers 
involved with ITS to become better users. 
MA TH 695(4070); Instructional Time-Sharing in the 
Secondary School; Section 3; June 7 6-20; 3 credits; 
MTWRF; 0900-7 530; MS 7 79; One Saturday follow-up 
meeting, Fall 7975; By Permission Only; Epstein and M. 
Johnson. 
This course is designed to help those secondary teachers 
involved with ITS to become better users. 
MATH 695(4071); Basic Programming; Section 4; June 
23-27; 3 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7 530; MS 7 7 9; One 
Saturday follow-up meeting, Fall 7 975; By Permission 
Only; Epstein and M. Johnson. 
This course is designed to help those students involved with 
ITS learn the BASIC language. 
MA TH 695(407 2); Computer Science Workshop; Section 
5; June 30- July 7 2; 6 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7 530; MS 
7 79; Two Saturday follow-up meetings, Fall 7975; By 
Permission Only; R. Johnson and Epstein. 
This course is designed to help those teachers presently 
teaching computer science courses in the secondary schools. 
MUSIC 
MUS 495(87 30} - 595(87 37}; Jazz Ensemble Literature and 
Techniques; June 2-5 (Please note the dates); 2 credits; 
MTWR; 0900-7 600; PA 7 7 3A; By Permission Only; Special 
Fees $32.00; Frohrip. 
Performance practice, literature; rehearsal, scoring, basic 
improvisation, instrumental, and sectional techniques for 
the performer-teacher of Jazz and Jazz/Rock literature. 
For further information contact Kenton Frohrip. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PE 495(5007) - 595(5002}; Advanced Theory of Com-
petitive Athletics; June 9-74; 3 credits; MTWRFS; 097 5-
7600; Special Fees $6.00; Anfenson. 
Practical problems associated with coaching and training 
a competitive athlete. To include: physiological and 
psychological aspects plus biomechanics. Open to both 
men and women. 
PE 495(5003) - 595(5004); Coaching and judging Gym-
nastics; June 9-7 3; 2 credits; MTWRF; 7 230-7 730; HaH-
GG; Special Fees $16.00; C. Brink. 
Workshop geared towards coaching and judging junior and 
senior high school programs, including progression of skills, 
organization of teams, and skills of judging. 
PE 495(5006} - 595(5005); Golf Methods Workshop; June 
76-20; 2 credits; MTWRF; 7 300-2030 {7630-7830 Free 
Time); HaH-MG; Oxton. 
A course designed for the physical educator or prospective 
teacher to improve performance through supervised prac-
tice of skills essential in the demonstration of go lf. Added 
insights into golf instruction methods, new materials 
available for teaching, and the organization of classes and 
teams. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSY 495(5977} - 595(5978}; Group Experience and 
Leadership; 6 credits; June 70-25; MTWRF; 0900-7600; 
EB; Lesar. 
Participants will be provided a series of materials designed 
to teach about group theories and practices. Experiences 
and theory related to various group approaches will be 
presented . Each participant will be expected to develop 
skills in various group intervention strategies and to im-
plement them within a personal theory framework. 
PSY 495(5998)- 595(5997}; Piaget for Teachers; June 76 -
July 3; 4 credits undergraduate, 3 credits graduate; 
MTWRF; 0830-7 200; EB; Prochnow. 
Participants will examine Piaget's theory of development, 
with special emphasis on practical application in pre-
school and elementary settings. Participants will work 
with young children, plan activities for use in various 
settings, and practice assessing children's development. 
PSY 495(5983) - 595(5986}; Sexism in Schools; June 
9 - July 7 7; 4 credits undergraduate, 3 credits graduate; 
MTWRF; 7245-7475; EB 8209; Dwyer. 
Study of current classroom behaviors textbooks, curri-
culum materials and laws pertaining to sex discrimination 
in schools. 11 
RECREATION 
REC 495(5009) - 595(501 0); Backpacking and Camping; 
June 23-27; 2 credits; MTWRF; 0915-1230; HaH 240; 
Oxton. 
A three day backpack into the Minnesota outdoors. Em-
phasis will be placed on packing for trail, map and compass 
reading, first aid on the trail, camping while on foot and 
enjoyment of nature. 
REC 495(5011) - 595(5012); Third Annual Outdoor 
Education Workshop; June 16-21; 3 credits; MTWRFS; 
0900-1700; CLS-Aud; Special Fees: $10.00; By Per-
mission Only; D. Templin. 
Workshop for students, teachers and administrators who 
need skills and information in programs taught in the 
outdoors. 
REC 495(5007) - 595(5008); Wilderness Survival 
Workshop; July 7-14; 4 credits; SMTWRFS; 0915-1415; 
HaH 240; Oxton. 
One week sojourn into the boundary waters canoe area of 
Northern Minnesota. Camping, canoeing, packing, por-
taging, compass and map reading, fishing, first aid and 
hiking are the main activities and areas of study. 
SPEECH 
SPC 495(6707} - 595(6710); Readers Theatre Production; 
June 70-20; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0930-1500; PA 165; 
Special Fees: $10.00; L. Park. 
Theory and practice in readers theatre activities. The 
course offers direct experience in adapting and compiling 
scripts for performance, directing procedures, and staging 
techniques. 
SPEECH SCIENCE 
SSPA 695(7092}; Supervision of Clinical Speech Programs 
in the Schools; June 10 - July 11; 6 credits; MTWRF; 
0915-1230; EB; Kammermeier. 
Principles, methods, need for, and problems in clini~al_ 
speech supervision. Interpretation of regulations guiding 
clinical speech programs. 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
SST 495(7260} - 595(7259); Assessment and Account-
abilit1;; June 16-27; 4 credits; MTWRF; 097 5-1400; SH 
204; W. Nunn. 
Evaluation and application of the assessment program of 
Minnesota to the social studies curriculum. 
TECHNOLOGY 
TECH 495(7269}; Electrical Wiring Techniques for the 
Home; June 7 0 - July 1; 1 credit; T Only; 1900-27 30; 
HH 7 21; Lafler. 
A survey of electrical wiring techniques for the home 
owner; including wiring layout, hazard avoidance and 
12 recommended installation procedures. 
TECH 495(8134) - 595(8135); Electrical Energy Systems; 
June 23-28; 3 credits; MTWRFS; 0800-1400; Off Campus -
South Campus, Suburban Hennepin County Technical 
Center; Goke. 
The workshop format will center on standard D.C. and 
A.C. motors and generators. Typical A.C. electrical power 
distribution systems in single-phase and three-phase also 
will be studied. 
TECH 495(8132) - 595(8133); Industrial Motor Control; 
June 23-28; 3 credits; MTWRFS; 0800-7400; Off Campus -
South Campus, Suburban Hennepin County Technical 
Center. 
Hands on experience in operations such as rapid stopping, 
limiting the speed and travel of mechanical equipment, 
timing, regulating motor current, SCR control, torque and 
acceleration. 
TECH 495(7266) - 595(7272}; Practical Electronics (Solid 
State Devices and Circuit Applications); June 9-20; 5 
credits; MTWRF; 0800-7400; HH 121; Goke. 
Hands-on involvement in the study of electronic cir-
cuits using state of the art devices. To be included are 
MOSFET's, J FET's, Op. Amps, LED's, SC R's, DIAC's, 
TRIAC's, and Photo Electric devices. 
TECH 695(7280); Photographic Workshop; June 9-
July 3; 6 credits; MTWRF; 0800-1500; HH 7 20; Bouril. 
Basic and advanced camera and darkroom techniques in 
both bl ack and white and color negative and positive. In-
troduction to the field of industrial photography. 
URBAN AFFAIRS 
URB 495(7720} - 595(7727 ); The American City; June 
19- July 11; 2 credits; MTWRF; 0915-1045; SH 228; 
j. Kelley. 
This workshop is intended primarily as a service course 
for active secondary or community college instructors. 
The class will focus on instructional topics, methods, 
materials, and procedures related to issues involving 
American cities. Designed to complement AMST 495-595, 
The American City; concurrent reg istration encouraged. 
SECOND SUMMER TERM/ JULY 14 - AUG. 15 
The following listings include a schedule of workshops, 
short duration courses, and experimental courses for the 
summer quarter . Each workshop or course has the follow-
ing information listed in sequence: Department code; 
Course number; Course reference number in parenthesis; 
Title; Date; Credits; Day(s) of the week; Class hours; 
Building and room; Special information; Instructor. 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
AMST 495(0173) - 595(07 74); The Western Mystique; 
July 7 5-25; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0730-7 200; SH 228; N. 
Thompson. 
Using the "Western Story" to ex plore: (1) the myth of 
the American "West" and (2) methods of improving 
pupil motivation toward reading skills. 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEM 495(1270) - 595(1280); Usinq Model Rockets to 
Teach Physical Science Concepts; July 74-25; 3 credits; 
MTWRF; 097 5-7430; MS 376; Kennedy and Magnus. 
Development of physical science concepts using data 
obtained from model rocket flights. 
ECONOMICS 
ECON 495(87 7 5) - 595(87 76); Economic Education; 
July 74-30; 3 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7600; Off Campus -
Washington Elementary School, Alexandria, Minnesota; 
By Permission Only; Nappi. 
This workshop is only open to elementary teachers in 
Alexandria completing the second phase of curriculum 
program in social studies and economic education. 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
£DAD 695(8 7 27); Advanced Work in Futures Curriculum 
Writing; July 28- August 8; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0900-
7650; Off Campus - St. Paul Academy Summit School; 
J. Anderson. 
The workshop is designed to assist teachers and curriculum 
designers in creating futures curriculum materials for 
classroom use. The focus is on futures as part of the 
existing curriculum rather than separate futures courses . 
£DAD 695(87 28); Teacher Training Workshop on 
Alternative Futures; July 74-25; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0900-
7650; Off Campus - St. Paul Academy Summit School; 
/. Anderson. 
The workshop is designed to assist teachers in preparation 
for learning about and teaching the futures field . The 
workshop will focus on interaction and practical exper-
iences. 
£DAD 695(87 29); Futures Education Research,· August 
7 7-7 5; 2 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7650; Off Campus - St. 
Paul Academy Summit School;}. Anderson. 
A directed study course for students who desire further 
reading and research in alternative futures education. 
It will include extensive reading, discussion and a paper. 13 
14 
ENGLISH 
ENGL 495-595; The Arts: Classic and Romantic; MTWRF; 
7245-7570;MS 714:J. Lawson. 
ENGL 495(2337}; Section 4; 2 credits; July 74 - July 25. 
ENGL 595(2338}; Section 4; 2 credits; July 74 - July 25. 
ENGL 495(2350}; Section 9; 2 credits; July 28 - August 8. 
ENGL 595(2357 ); Section 9; 2 credits; July 28 - August 8. 
Each workshop section is unique, thereby, allowing the 
student to select any week or weeks desired. 
The tastes involved in the change from Neo-Classicism to 
Romanticism : seen in the interrelationship of literature, art, 
music, architecture, landscape, gardening and others. Exam-
ination of the ancient roots and modern manifestations of 
both forces. 
EARTH SCIENCE 
ESCI 495(2608} - 595(2609); Earth Science for Elementary 
Teachers; July 74-25; 4 credits; MTWR Friday - Field Trip 
Day; 0800-7000 (Lecture} and 7 350-7600 (Lab}; MS 22; 
Special Fees $8.00; Watkins. 
A study of local geologic formations and the processes that 
produced them. Particular emphasis will be on the produc-
tion of audio tutorials for use at the participant's school. 
GERMAN 
GER 495(3048} - 595(3049); 4-Mal Deutsch; July 7 5-25; 
3 credits; MTWRF; 0730-7130; BH 704; Bloomer and Kiese. 
A workshop providing opportunities for practice in the 
four basic skills and in developing and evaluating useful, up-
to-date curriculum materials. Emphasis on the contem-
porary life and literature of the two Germanys, Austria, and 
Switzerland. 
HEALTH 
HLTH 495(3470} - 595(3417}; Humans and Their Diseases; 
July 74-22; 3 credits; MTWRF; 097 5-7600; HaH 235; 
Special Fees: $ 7 0. 00; Serdula. 
A workshop concentrating on diseases that are leading 
causes of death in our society and how to cope with death . 
HUMAN RELATIONS 
HURL 495(8719) - 595(87 20}; Human Relations and the 
Teacher; July 14 - August 14; 6 credits; Hours arranged; Off 
Campus - Anoka Technical Institute, Anoka, Minnesota; 
Special Fees: $79.50; By Permission Only; Staff. 
The workshop will provide a concentrated study of the 
contributions and life-sty les of the various racial, cultural, 
and socio-economic groups in American society. There will 
be experiential inputs in the areas of communications, inter-
personal relations, and value development related to the 
classroom. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
IND 495(3850} - 595(3857 ); The World of Communications; 
July 74-25; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0915-7 550; HH 274; By Per-
mission Only; Kemp and F. Voelker. 
An interdisciplinary approach to teaching about the intri-
cate network of communications systems and the impact 
of communications upon our lives. 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS 
COMM 495(1406) - 595(1407); The World of Communica-
tions; July 74-25; 4 credits; MTWRF; 0915-1550; HH 214; 
By Permission Only; F. Voelker and Kemp. 
An interdisciplinary approach to teaching about the intri-
cate network of communications systems and the impact 
of communications upon our lives. 
MATHEMATICS 
MATH 695(4018); UICSM Program for Underachievers; 
Section 6; July 21 - August l; 3 credits; MTWRF; 1200-
1540; MS 115; By Permission Only; Brink. 
An in-depth study of the mathematical aspects of the 
UICSM program for underachievers with emphasis on co-
ordinating textbook work with laboratory type activities. 
MA TH 695(4019}; Instructional Time-Shoring in the 
Elementary School; Section 7; July 14-18; 3 credits; 
MTWRF; 0900-1530; MS 170; 1 Follow-up Saturday 
Meeting, Foll 7975; By Permission Only; Dull and 
F. Stennes. 
This course is designed to help those elementary teachers 
involved with ITS to become better users. 
MATH 695(4020); The Computer in Physical Education; 
Section 8; July 14-18; 3 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7530; 
MS 119; 1 Follow-up Saturday Meeting, Foll 1975; By 
Permission Only; f. Johnson. · 
The computer in physical education. This course is 
designed to help coaches or athletic directors use a 
computer to assist them in their duties. 
MATH 695(4021); Instructional Time-Shoring in the 
Secondary School; Section 9; July 21-25; 3 credits; 
MTWRF; 0900-1530; MS 119; 1 Follow-up Saturday 
Meeting, Foll 1975; By Permission Only; J. Johnson 
and F. Stennes. 
This course is designed to help those secondary teachers 
involved with ITS to become better users. 
MA TH 695(4022); Computer-Assisted Problem Solving 
in School Mathematics; Section 7 O; July 28 - August l; 
3 credits; MTWRF; 0900-1530; MS 179; 7 Follow-up 
Saturday Meeting, Foll 1975; By Permission Only; 
R. Johnson. 
This workshop is designed to help the mathematics 
teacher effectively use ITS in the math classroom. 
MA TH 695(4023); Advanced Basic Programming; Section 17; 
August 4-8; 3 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7 530; MS 179; 
7 Follow-up Saturday Meeting, Fall 7975; By Permission 
Only; J. Johnson and R. Johnson. 
This course is designed to help those students involved 
with ITS learn the BASIC language. 
MA TH 695(4024); The Development of Models and Com-
puter Simulations for the Classroom; Section 7 2; August 7 7-
7 5; 3 credits; MTWRF; 0900-7 530; MS 7 7 9; 1 Follow-up 
Saturday Meeting, Fall 7975; By Permission Only; 
J. Johnson. 
This workshop is designed to help teachers effectively write 
a simulation which they can use in their classroom. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSY 495(6008) - 595(6009); Behavioral Counseling-
Theory and Strategies; July 15-30; 6 credits; MTWRF; 
0900-7 600; EB; Lesar. 
The major goal of the workshop will be to increase know-
ledge of the behavioral counseling approach. After learn-
ing basic concepts and processes, principal focus of the 
workshop will be upon skill development ofa variety of 
strategies such as assertiveness training, social modeling, 
and behavioral rehearsal. 
PSY 495(5993) - 595(5992); Psychosocial Dynamics of 
Marriage and Family Living; July 15 - August 15; 4 credits 
undergraduate, 3 credits graduate; MTWR; 097 5-7145; 
EB A 240; Dwyer. 
An analysis of the interrelationships within marriage and 
the family. Emphasis will be on understanding adult be-
havior as influenced by the earlier psychological experi-
ences and the ethnic, social, cultural backgrounds of the 
members. Communication patterns and the development 
of individual value systems within the family group will 
be studied. 
PSY 495(5999) - 595(6002); Counselinq for Marriage and 
Family Living; July 7 5 -August 7 5; 4 credits under-
graduate, 3 credits graduate; MTWR; 7300-7530; EB A240; 
Dwyer. 
Focusing on problems existing within the family complex, 
this course will develop a range of appropriate counseling 
techniques which can be helpful in working with 
marriage partners, parents and children and individuals 
in relation to the family group. 
TECHNOLOGY 
TECH 495(7278) - 595(7279); Occupational Sofety-
Construction; July 7 5 - August 7 2; 7 credit; T Only; 1230-
7475; Location: Arranged; Torborg. 
Occupational Safety and Health Act, OSHA Construction 
Regulations, Workmen's Compensation. 
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CLASS SCHEDULE / SUMMER QUARTER 1975 / First 
Each listing includes: Course Reference Number; 
Department and Course Number, Section, Title, 
Credits, Instructor, Special Information, Time, 
Room. 
FREE TIME BLOCKS/ FIRST TERM 
9950; FREE 001; 01; FREE TIME BLOCK; O; MTWRF; 0730-0900. 
9951; FREE 002; 01; FREE TIME BLOCK; O; MTWRF; 0915-1045. 
9952; FREE 003; 01; FREE TIME BLOCK; O; MTWRF; 1100-1230. 
9953; FREE 004; 01; FREE TIME BLOCK; O; MTWRF; 1245-1415. 
9954; FREE 005; 01; FREE TIME BLOCK; O; MTWRF; 1430-1600. 
9955 ; FREE 006; 01; FREE TIME BLOCK; O; MTWRF; 1800-2130. 
9990; FREE 007; 01; FREE TIME BLOCK; O; MTWRF; 0730-2300. 
FREE TIME BLOCKS/ SECOND TERM 
9956; FREE 001; 02; FREE TIME BLOCK; O; MTWRF; 0730-0900. 
9957; FREE 002; 02; FREE TIME BLOCK; O; MTWRF; 0915-1045. 
9958; FREE 003; 02; FREE TIME BLOCK; O; MTWRF; 1100-1230. 
9959; FREE 004; 02; FREE TIME BLOCK; O; MTWRF; 1245-1415. 
9960; FREE 005; 02; FREE TIME BLOCK; O; MTWRF; 1430-1600. 
9961; FREE 006; 02; FREE TIME BLOCK; O; MTWRF; 1800-2130. 
9995; FREE 007; 02; FREE TIME BLOCK; O; MTWRF; 0730-2300. 
ALL COLLEGE COURSES 
READING (RDNG) / FIRST TERM 
6301; RDNG 019; 01; READING STUDY SKILLS; 2; Rauch, M.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req. ; MTWRF; 0915-1000; SH-304A. 
· 6302; RDNG 120; 01; READING RATE IMPROVE; 2; Rauch, M.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1005-1050; SH-304A. 
CURRENT ISSUES (CTIS) / FIRST TERM 
1502; CTIS 432; 01; CURRENT ISSUES; 2; Fischmann, R.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran. 
CURRENT ISSUES (CTIS) / SECOND TERM 
1503; CTIS 432; 02; CURRENT ISSUES; 2; Phillips A.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran. 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
ACCOUNTING (ACCT)/ FIRST TERM 
0001; ACCT 181; 01; ACCT I; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 0915-1045; BB-117. 
0002; ACCT 182; 01; ACCT II; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 0730-0900; BB-117. 
0003; ACCT 183; 01; ACCT 111; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1100-1230; BB-117. 
0004; ACCT 281; 01; COST ACCT I; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1245-1415; 
BB-317 
0005; ACCT 381 ; 01; INTERMED ACCT I; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; BB-317 
0006; ACCT 444; 01; INTERNSHIP; 8; Staff; By Permission Only; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran. 
0007; ACCT 480; 01; INCM TAX; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 0915-1045; 
BB-316. 
0008; ACCT 480; 02; INCM TAX; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1245-1415; 
BB-316. 
0009; ACCT 481; 01; ADV ACCT I; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1100-1230; 
BB-318. 
0011; ACCT 486; 01 ; AUDIT THEO; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 0915-1045; 
BB-318. 
0010; ACCT 581; 01; ADV ACCT I; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1100-1230; 
BB-318. 
0012; ACCT 586; 01; AUDIT THE0;4; Staff; MTWRF; 0915-1045; 
BB-318. 
ACCOUNTING (ACCT)/ SECOND TERM 
0015; ACCT 181; 02; ACCT I; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 0730-0900; BB-117. 
0016; ACCT 182; 02; ACCT II; 4 ; Staff; MTWRF; 1100-1230; BB-117. 
0017 ; ACCT 183; 02; ACCT Ill; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 0915-1045; BB-117. 
0018; ACCT 281; 02; COST ACCT I; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 0915-1045; 
BB-316. 
0019; ACCT 382; 01; INTERMED ACCT II; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; BB-318. 
0020; ACCT 444; 02; INTERNSHIP; 8; Staff; By Permission Only; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran. 
0021; ACCT 485; 01; ADV TAX; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 0915-1045; BB-316. 
0023; ACCT 485 ; 02; ADV TAX; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1245-1415; BB-316. 
0025; ACCT 487; 01; AUDIT PROB; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 0730-0900; 
BB-318. 
0027; ACCT 490; 01; COST ACCT II; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1245-1415; 
BB-317. 
0028; ACCT 491; 01 ; SEN RESRCH; VR; Staff; Hours Arran. 
0022; ACCT 585; q1; ADV TAX; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 0915-1045; BB-316. 
0024; ACCT 585; 02; ADV TAX; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1245-1415; BB-316. 
0026; ACCT 587; 01; AUDIT PROB; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 0730-0900; 
BB-318. 
0029; ACCT 680; 01; SPC RESRCH; VR; Staff; Hours Arran. 
BUSINESS EDUCATION (BEOA) / FIRST TERM 
0651; BEOA 101; 01; TYPEWRITING I; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 0915-1025; 
BB-219. 
0652; BEOA 216; 01; CONSUMER ED; 4; Reha R.; MTWRF; 1800-
1930; BB-216. 
0653; BEOA 309; 01; BUS COMMUNICATIONS; 4; Madsen R.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1025; BB-217. 
0654; BEOA 405; 01; PHIL VOCATIONAL ED; 3; Olson, H.; MTWRF; 
1100-121 O; BB-216. 
0655; BEOA 407; 01; ADULT ED PROGRAMS; 3; Little, W.; MTWRF; 
0915-1025; BB-216. 
0656; BEOA 408; 01; COOR.DI NATION TECH; 3; Little W. ; MTWRF; 
1245-1355; BB-216. 
0657; BEOA 505; 01; PHIL VOCATIONAL ED; 3; Olson, H.; MTWRF; 
1100-121 O; BB-216. 
0658; BEOA 507; 01; ADULT ED PROGRAMS; 3; Little, W.; MTWRF; 
0915-1025; BB-216. 
0659; BEOA 508; 01; COORDINATION TECH; 3; Little, W.; MTWRF; 
1245-1355; BB-216. 
MANAGEMENT-FINANCE (MGMF) / FIRST TERM 
4302; *MGMF 361; 01; MANAGEMENT THEORY· 4· Cox L · 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; BB-118. ' ' ' ., 
4309; *MGMF 363; 01; PRODUCTION MGMT; 4; Batdorf, L.; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; BB-320. 
4311; *MGMF 371; 01; CORP FINANCE; 4; Swenson, A.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; BB-118. 
4315; *MGMF 375; 01; RISK INSURANCE; 4; Swenson, A.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; BB-118. 
4318; **MGMF 444; 01; INTERNSHIP; 8; Cox, L.; By Permission 
Only; MTWRF; 1430-1600; BB-125. 
4339; **MGMF 465; 01; MOTION AND TIME; 4; Batdorf, L.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; BB-320. 
4321; **MGMF 467; 01; ORGAN THEORY; 4; Pabst, A.; By Permission 
Only; MTWRF; 1245-1415; BB-218. 
4322; ***MGMF 468; 01; BUSINESS POLICIES; 4; Pabst, A.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; BB-218. 
4341; MGMF 565; 01; MOTION AND TIME; 4; Batdorf, L.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; BB-320. 
4328; MGMF 567; 01; ORGAN THEORY; 4; Pabst, A.; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; BB-218. 
4369; MGMF 670; 01; INTERNSHIP - MBA; 8; Cox, L.; By Permission 
Only; MTWRF; 1430-1600; BB-125. 
* Must have completed 96 credits. 
** Must have completed a minimum of 144 credits. 
*** Must have completed a minimum of 165 credits. 
MANAGEMENT-FINANCE (MGMF) / SECOND TERM 
4301 ; MGMF 167; 01; INTROD TO BUSINESS;4; Cox, L.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; BB-118. 
Term June 9-July 11 / Second Term July 14-Aug. 15 
4303; *MGMF 361; 02; MGMT THEORY AND PRAC; 4; Rajender, G.; 
MTWRF; 1245-1415; BB-118. 
4306; *MGMF 362; 01; PERSONNEL ADMIN; 4; Burnes, B.; MTWRF; 
11 00-1 230; BB-320. 
4310; *MGMF 363; 02; PROD MGMT; 4; Rajender, G.; MTWRF; 0730-
0900; BB-118. 
4312; *MGMF 371; 02; MANAGERIAL FINANCE; 4; Williams, M.; By 
Permission Only; MTWRF; 0915-1045; BB-118. 
4376; **MGMF 444; 02; INTERNSHIP; 8; Cox, L.; By Permission 
Only; MTWRF; 1430-1600; BB-125. 
4337; **MGMF 462; 01; SMALL BUS ADMIN; 4; Burnes, B.; 
MTWRF; 1245-1415; BB-462. 
4343; **MGMF 467; 02; ORGAN THEORY; 4; Wentworth, D.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; BB-218. 
4323; ***MGMF 468; 02; BUSINESS POLICIES; 4; Wentworth, D.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; BB-218. 
4325; **MGMF 473; 01; INVESTMENT PRIN; 4; Williams, M.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; BB-218. 
4344; MGMF 567; 02; ORGAN THEORY;4; Wentworth, D.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; BB-218. 
4330; MGMF 573; 01; INVESTMENT PRIN; 4; Williams, M.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; BB-218. 
4373; MGMF 665; 01; READINGS IN MGMT; 4; Cox, L.; MTWRF; 
1430-1600; BB-125. 
4366; MGMF 670; 02; INTERNSHIP· MBA; 8; Cox, L.; By Permission 
Only; MTWRF; 1430-1600; BB-125. 
• Must have completed 96 credits. 
•• Must have completed a minimum of 144 credits. 
*** Must have completed a minimum of 165 credits. 
MARKETING-GENERAL BUSINESS (MKGB) / FIRST TERM 
4501; MKGB 140; 01; BUSINESS STAT I; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; BB-122. 
4503; MKGB 235; 01; BUSINESS LAW; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1245-1415; 
BB-315. 
4504; MKGB 240; 01; BUSINESS STA TT II; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; BB-322. 
4505; MKGB 250; 01; .DATA PROC FOR BUS; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; BB-322. 
4506; MKGB 320; 01; INTRO TO MARKETING; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; BB-319. 
4507; MKGB 322; 01; INTRO TO ADVERTISING; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
1430-1600; BB-322. 
4502; MKGB 323; 01; PERSONAL SELLING; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
1430-1600; BB-319. 
4508; MKGB 336; 01; BUSINESS LAW; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 0730-0900; 
BB-315. 
4526; MKGB 351; 01; INTRO MGMT INFO SYST; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
1430-1600; BB-122. 
4509; MKGB 425; 01; MARKETING RESEARCH; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; BB-319. 
4511; MKGB 429; 01; MARKETING MANAGEMENT; 4; Staff; 
MTWRF; 1245-1415; BB-322. 
4525; MKGB 441; 01; OPERATIONS RES I; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; BB-122. 
4513; MKGB 444; 01; INTERNSHIP; 8; Peterson, R.; Grading Options; 
Su-Req.; Hours Arran. 
4510; MKGB 525; 01; MARKETING RESEARCH; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; BB-319. 
4512; MKGB 529; 01; MARKETING MANAGEMENT; 4; Staff; 
MTWRF; 1245-1415; BB-322. 
MARKETING-GENERAL BUSINESS (MKGB) / SECOND TERM 
4514; MKGB 140; 02; BUSINESS STAT I; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 0730-
0900; BB-122. 
4515; MKGB 235; 02; BUSINESS LAW; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1245-1415; 
BB-315. 
4516; MKGB 240; 02; BUSINESS STAT II; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 0915-
1045; BB-122. 
4517; MKGB 250; 02; DAT A PROC FOR BUS; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
1430-1600; BB-319. 
4519; MKGB 320; 02; INTRO TO MARKETING; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; BB-31 5. 
4520; MKGB 321 ; 01; CONSUMER BEHAVIOR; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; BB-319. 
4521; MKGB 323; 02; PERSONAL SELLING; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1430-
1600; BB-322. 
4522; MKGB 336; 02; BUSINESS LAW; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 1430-1600; 
BB-315. 
4523; MKGB 351; 02; INTRO MGMT INFO SYST; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; BB-122. . 
4527; MKGB 424; 01; SALES MANAGEMENT; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
1430-1600; BB-122. 
4524; MKGB 444; 02; INTERNSHIP; 8; Peterson R.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran. 
4528; MKGB 524; 01; SALES MANAGEMENT; 4; Staff; MTWRF; 
1430-1600; BB-122. 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
EDUCATION (ED)/ FIRST TERM 
8124; ED 495; 51; ECONOMIC EDUCATION; 4; Nappi, A.; By Permis-
sion Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0900-1600; Washing-
ton Elementary School, Alexandria; June 9 - July 11 . 
1801; ELED 562; 01; ASSESS EDUC PROGRAMS; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-B106. 
1802; ELED 562; 02; ASSESS EDUC PROGRAMS; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB-B106. 
8107; ELED 562; 51; ASSESS EDUC PROGRAMS: 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; North Hennepin Community College; Room G-120. 
1803; ELED 563; 01; IMPL EDUC INNOVATION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-B 106. 
1804; ELED 563; 02; IMPL EDUC INNOVATION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
11 00-1230; EB-B 106. 
8108; ELED 563; 51; IMPL EDUC INNOVATION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; North Hennepin Community College; Room G-120. 
1805; ELED 564; 01; EVAL PRGM INNOVATION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-B106. 
1806; ELED 564; 02; EVAL PRGM INNOVATION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB-Bl 06. 
8101; ELED 564; 51; EVAL PRGM INNOVATION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; North Hennepin Community College; Room G-120. 
8125; ED 595; 51; ECONOMIC EDUCATION; 4; Nappi, A.; By Permis-
sion Only ; Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0900-1600; Washing-
ton Elementary School, Alexandria; June 9 - July 11. 
1701; ED 602; 01; EVAL SCHOOL PROGRAM; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0730-0850; EB-Bl 12. 
1702; ED 602; 02; EVAL SCHOOL PROGRAM; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; EB-B112. 
8102; ELED 602; 51; EVAL SCHOOL PROGRAM; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; North Hennepin Community College; Room G-120. 
1705; ED 603; 01; CU RR CONSTRUCTION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 0730-
0850; EB-Bl 12. 
1706; ED 603; 02; CURR CONSTRUCTION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 1245-
1415; EB-B112. 
8103; ELED 603; 51; CURR CONSTRUCTION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; North Hennepin Community College; Room G-120. 
1711; ED 613; 01; PRACT CU RR CONS TR; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 0730-
0850; EB-Bl 12. 
1712; ED 613; 02; PRACT CURR CONSTR; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 1245-
1415; EB-B112. 
8104; ELED 613; 51; PRACT CURR CONSTR; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045 ; North Hennepin Community College, Room G-120. 
1713; ED 614; 01; INTERPRET OF RESEAR; 3; Bjorklun, E.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; EB-A232. 
1714; ED 614; 02; INTERPRET OF RESEAR; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0730-0850; EB-Bl 12. 
1717; ED 614; 03; INTERPRET OF RES EAR; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1 24 5-1 41 5; EB-B 112. 
8105; ELED 614; 51; INTERPRET OF RESEAR; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; North Hennepin Community College; Room G-120. 
1710; ED 615; 01; INTRO TO RESEARCH; 3; Bjorklun, E.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; EB-A232. 17 
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1718; ED 615; 02; .INTRO TO RESEARCH; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 0730-
0850; EB-Bl 12. 
1719; ED 615; 03; INTRO TO RESEARCH; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 1245-
1415; EB-Bl 12. 
8106 ; ELED 615; 51; INTRO TO RESEARCH; 3; Staff; MTWRF ; 
0915-1045; North Hennepin Community College; Room G-120. 
1817; ELED 619; 01; ADM & SUP RDG PRGM ; 3; Chang, L.; MTWRF; 
0730-0850; EB-A231. 
1722; ED 628; 01; SCHOOL & SOC ORDER; 3; Mortrude , L.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; EB-A231 . 
1736; ED 659; 01 ; PROBLEMS IN AM ED; 3; Johnson, P.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; EB-A229. 
EDUCATION (ED)/ SECOND TERM 
1840; ELED 562; 03; ASSESS EDUC PROGRAMS; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-8106. 
1841; ELED 562; 04; ASSESS EDUC PROGRAMS; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB-8106. 
1842; ELED 563; 03; IMPL EDUC INNOVATION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-8106. 
1843; ELED 563 ; 04; IMPL EDUC INNOVATION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB-Bl 06. 
1844; ELED 564; 03; EVAL PRGM INNOVATION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-8106. 
1845; ELED 564; 04; EVAL PRGM INNOVATION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB-Bl 06. 
1703; ED 602; 03; EVAL SCHOOL PROGRAM; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0730-0850; EB-8112. , 
1704; ED 602; 04; EVAL SCHOOL PROGRAM; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; EB-8112, 
1707 ; ED 603 ; 03; CURRICULUM CONST; 3; Mork, V. ; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; EB-A230. 
1709; ED 603; 05 ; CURR CONSTRUCTION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 1245-
1415; EB-8112. 
1725; ED 609; 01; COMPARATIVE ED; 3; Bjorklun, E.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-A231. 
1733; ED 613; 03; PRAC IN CUR CONST; 3; Mork, V. ; MTWRF ; 
0730-0900; EB-A230. 
1735; ED 613; 05 ; PRACT CURR CONSTR; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 1245-
1415; EB-8112. 
1715; ED 614; 04; INTERPRET OF RESEAR ; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0730-0850; EB-Bl 12. 
1716; ED 614; 05; INTERPRET OF RESEAR; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; EB-8112. 
1720; ED 615; 04; INTRO TO RESEARCH; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 0730-
0850; EB-8112. 
1721; ED 615; 05; INTRO TO RESEARCH; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 1245-
1415; EB-8112. 
1723; ED 628; 02; SCHL & SOCIAL ORDER; 3; Mortrude, L.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-A230. 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (ELED) / FIRST TERM 
PROJECT PERSONALIZATION -- Project Personalization will be con-
ducted on campus and also at North Hennepin Community College. 
See Elementary Education (ELED) and Education (ED). 
Project Personal ization will be offered by a teamed staff composed of: 
Edgar Savery, Lynette Chang, Louis Karakas, Ken Kelsey, Gordon 
Mortrude, Boyd Purdom, Rosemary Roehl, Roger Rouch, and 
Russell Schmidt. 
It is the intent of the staff to plan and schedule course activities in 
response to the needs and interests of the students. Multiple sections 
of each course have been :isted at differing meeting times. Students 
should indicate their preferences through advance registration. Data 
obtained through this process will be used to finalize meeting times 
which best meet the needs of most students requesting a course. Sec-
tions with low registration demand will be cancelled and the students . 
rescheduled at general registration. 
Students registering for 3, 6, or 9 credits in Project Personalization 
should plan to commit 1, 2, or 3 time blocks respectively in the 
Project Personalization Program. Students should avoid conflicting 
times when registering for courses from other departments. 
For information and pre-registration , contact the Department of Ele-
mentary Education. Registration for off-campus courses will be con-
ducted at the first class meeting. 
1818; ELED 623; 01 ; PRAC ANAL RDG DIS; 3; Rouch , R.; By Per-
mission Only; MTWRF; 0915-1045 ; EB-A122. 
1819; ELED 651; 01; ELEM LANGUAGE ARTS · 3· Staff· MTWRF· 
0915-1045; EB-A 1 26. ' ' ' ' 
1820; ELED 651 ; 02 ; ELEM LANGUAGE ARTS; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
11 00-1230; EB-A 126. 
8109; ELED 651; 51; ELEM LANGUAGE ARTS· 3 · Staff· MTWRF · 
1100-1230; North Hennepin Community Coll;g~; Roo:n G-120. ' 
1821 ; ELED 652; 01 ; ELEMENTARY SCIENCE; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045 ; EB-8108. 
1822; ELED 652; 02; ELEMENTARY SCIENCE; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1 230; EB-B 1 08. 
8110; ELED 652; 51; ELEMENTARY SCIENCE ; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; North Hennepin Community College; Room G-120. 
1823; ELED 653; 01 ; ELEM SOCIAL STUDIES; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1 045 ; EB-B 108. 
1824; ELED 653; 02; ELEM SOCIAL STUDIES · 3· Staff· MTWRF· 
1100-1230; EB-8108. ' ' ' ' 
8114; ELED 653; 51; ELEM SOCIAL STUDIES; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; North Hennepin Community College; Room G-120. 
1825 ; ELED 654 ; 01 ; ELEM MATHEMATICS· 3· Staff· MTWRF · 
0915-1045 ; EB-8111. ' ' ' ' 
1826; ELED 654; 02; ELEM MATHEMATICS; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1 230; EB-Bll 1. 
8111 ; ELED 654; 51 ; ELEM MATHEMATICS; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; North Hennepin Community College; Room G-120. 
1827; ELED 655; 01 ; RECENT TRENDS EL ED ; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1 045 ; EB-A 1 26. 
1828; ELED 655 ; 02; RECENT TRENDS EL ED; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB-A 126. 
8112; ELED 655; 51; RECENT TRENDS EL ED; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; North Hennepin Community College; Room G-120. 
1829; ELED 660; 01 ; ELEM CURRICULUM; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0730-0850; EB-8111. 
8113; ELED 660; 51; ELEM CURRICULUM ; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; North Hennepin Community College; Room G-120. 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (ELED) / SECOND TERM 
PRO) ECT PERSONALIZATION 
See Elementary Education (ELED) and Education (ED) . 
Project Personalization will be offered by a teamed staff composed of: 
Edgar Savery, Audrey Crawford, Owen Hagen, Gordon Mortrude, 
Boyd Purdom , Roger Rouch , and Russell Schmidt. 
It is the intent of the staff to plan and schedule course activities in 
response to the needs and interests of the students. Multiple sections 
of each course have been listed at differing meeting t imes. Students 
should indicate their preferences through advance registration . Data 
obtained through this process will be used to final ize meeting times 
which best meet the needs of most students requesting a course. Sec-
tions with low registration demand will be cancelled and the students 
rescheduled at general registration. 
Students registering for 3, 6, or 9 credits in Project Personalization 
should plan to commit 1, 2, or 3 time blocks respectively in the 
Project Personalization Program. Students should avoid conflicting 
times when registering for courses from other departments. 
1830; ELED 402; 01 ; SEMINAR ELEMENTARY ; 2; Staff; Grading . 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-Bl 11 . . 
1831 ; ELED 455; 01 ; ELEM EDUCATION I; 3; Staff; By Permission 
Only ; MTWRF; 0730-0850; EB-8113; Experienced teachers only. 
1832; ELED 455; 02 ; ELEM EDUCATION I; 3; Staff; By Permission 
Only ; MTWRF; 1100-1230; EB-8113; Experienced teachers only. 
1833; ELED 456; 01 ; ELEM EDUCATION 2; 3; Staff; By Permission 
Only ; MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-A126; Experienced teachers only. 
1834; ELED 456; 02; ELEM EDUCATION 2; 3; Staff; By Permission 
Only ; MTWRF; 1245-1415; EB-A126; Experienced teachers only. 
1835; ELED 457; 01; ELEM EDUCATION 3; 4; Staff; By Permission 
Only; MTWRF; 0730-0850; EB-B108; Experienced teachers only. 
1836; ELED 457; 02; ELEM EDUCATION 3; 4 ; Staff; By Permission 
Only ; MTWRF; 1100-1230; EB-Bl 08; Experienced teachers only. 
1837; ELED 458; 01; ELEM EDUCATION 4 ; 3; Staff; By Permission 
Only ; MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-8112; Experienced teachers only. 
1838; ELED 458; 02; ELEM EDUCATION 4; 3; Staff; By Permission 
Only ; MTWRF; 1245-1415; EB-8106; Experienced teachers only. 
1839; ELED 459; 01; ELEM EDUCATION 5· 3· Staff· MTWRF · 
0915-1045; EB-8111. ' ' ' ' 
1856; ELED 625 ; 01; PRACTICE COR ROG DIS; 3; Rouch, R.; By 
Permission Only; MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-A 122. 
1857; ELED 651; 03; ELEM LANGUAGE ARTS; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-A126. 
1858; ELED 651; 04; ELEM LANGUAGE ARTS; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
11 00-1230; EB-A 126. 
1859; ELED 652; 03; ELEMENTARY SCIENCE ; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-Bl 08. 
1860; ELED 652; 04; ELEMENTARY SCIENCE; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
11 00-1230; EB-B 1 08. 
1861; ELED 653; 03; ELEM SOCIAL STUDIES; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-Bl 08. 
1862; ELED 653 ; 04; ELEM SOCIAL STUDIES; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB-Bl 08. 
1863; ELED 654; 03; ELEM MATHEMATICS; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-B112. 
1864; ELED 654; 04; ELEM MATHEMATICS; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB 0 Bl l 2. 
1865; ELED 655; 03; RECENT TRENDS EL ED; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-A 126. 
1866; ELED 655; 04; RECENT TRENDS EL ED; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB-A126. 
1867; ELED 658; 01; READING RESEARCH; 3; Rouch, R.; MTWRF; 
0730-0850; EB-A 123. 
1868; ELED 660; 02; ELEM CURRICULUM; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 
0730-0850; EB-B 111. 
1869; ELED 690; 01; OPEN EDUCATION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 0915-
1045; EB-Bl 07. 
1870; ELED 690; 02; OPEN EDUCATION; 3; Staff; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; EB-Bl 07. 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION (EDAD) / FIRST TERM 
1765; EDAD 612; 01 ; FIELD STUDY DES ANAL; 3; Farrah, G. ; 
MTWRF; 1100-1320; EB-A128; June 10-25. 
1753; EDAD 649; 01 ; ELEM SCHOOL ADMIN; 3; Anderson, J.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0950; EB-A 129; June 26 - July 11. 
1756; EDAD 650; 01 ; SCHOOL LAW; 3; Grunerud, J.; MTWRF; 
1400-1 540; EB-B208. 
1758; EDAD 676; 01 ; SEC SCH PRINCIPAL; 3; Grunerud , J.; 
MTWRF; 1200-1340; EB-Bl 18. 
1761; EDAD 696; 01; ELEM SCHOOL SUPER; 3; Anderson, J .; 
MTWRF ; 0730-0950; EB-A 128; June 10-25. 
1759; EDAD 698; 01; SEMINAR ED ADMIN; 3; Farrah, G.; MTWRF; 
1100-1320; EB-A 129; June 26 · July 11. 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION (EDAD) / SECOND TERM 
1766; EDAD 617; 01; FOUNDATIONS COMM ED; 3; Brewer, A.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1320; EB-B213; July 15-30. 
1769; EDAD 618; 01; ADM COMMUNITY SCHOOL; 3; Brewer, A.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1320; EB-A128; July 31 -Aug.15. 
1751; EDAD 640; 01; SCH PLANT PLANG MGT; 3; Holmgren, M.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0950; EB-B209; July 15-30. 
1767; EDAD 694; 01; MGMT SCH BUS AFFAIRS; 3; Holmgren, M.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0950; EB-A128; July 31 -Aug. 15. 
8127; EDAD 695; 51; ADV FUTURES CUR WRIT; 4 ; Anderson, J.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req. ; MTWRF; 0900-1650; St. Paul Academy -
Summit School ; July 28 - Aug. 8. 
8128; EDAD 695; 52; ALTERNATIVE FUTURES; 4; Anderson, J.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req. ; MTWRF; 0900-1650; St. Paul Academy-
Summit School; July 14-25. 
8129; EDAD 695; 53; FUTURES ED RESEARCH; 2; Anderson, J. ; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0900-1650; St. Paul Academy -
Summit School; Aug. 11-15. 
HEALTH EDUCATION (HLTH)/ FIRST TERM 
3401; HLTH 301; 01 ; MOOD MODIFYING SUBST; 3; Anfenson, R.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0840; HAH-240. 
3403; HLTH 301; 03 ; MOOD MODIFYING SUBST; 3; Osendorf, F.; 
MTWRF; 1245-1355; HAH-240. 
3406; HLTH 305; 01 ; PRIN OF SAFETY ED; 4 ; Serdula, G.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; HAH-235. 
3407; HLTH 625; 01 ; SCHOOL HLTH PROGRAM; 3; Osendorf, F.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1025; HAH-242. 
3408; HLTH 630; 01; SEMINAR SCHOOL HLTH; 3; Serdula, G.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0840; HAH-242. 
HEAL TH EDUCATION (HLTH)/ SECOND TERM 
3405; HLTH 215; 01; PERSONAL & COMM HLTH; 3; Goerner, J .; 
MTWRF; 0915-1025; HAH-242. 
3402; HLTH 301; 02; MOOD MODIFYING SUBST; 3; Goerner, J.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1210; HAH-242. 
3404; HLTH 301; 04; MOOD MODIFYING SUBST; 3; Osendorf, F. ; 
MTWRF; 1245-1355; HAH-242. 
3410; HLTH 495; 01; HUMANS & DISEASES; 3; Serdula, G. ; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees; $10.00; MTWRF; 0915-1600; 
HAH-235; July 14-22. 
3411; HLTH 595; 01; HUMANS & DISEASES; 3; Serdula, G.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $10.00; MTWRF; 0915-1600; 
HAH-235 ; July 14-22. 
3409; HLTH 640; 01; ENVIRONMENTAL HEAL TH; 3; Buckley, C.; 
MTWRF ; 0730-0840; HAH-235. 
HUMAN RELATIONS (HURL)/ FIRST TERM 
8117; HURL 495; 51; HUMAN RELATIONS; 6; Downes, A.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $19.50; MTWR; 0900-1150; Area 
Vocational Technical Institute, Anoka; June 9 - July 10. 
2151; HURL 496; 01; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1; 3; Risberg, D.; By 
Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $9. 75; Co-
Requisite ; 2 HURL 497; 2152; MTWRF; 0900-1050; EB-A 119. 
2153 ; HURL 496; 02; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1; 3; Vega, F. ; By 
Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $9.75; Co-
Requisite ; 2 HURL 497; 2154; MTWRF; 0900-1050; EB-A 119. 
2152 ; HURL 497; 01; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2; 3; Risberg, D. ; By 
Permission Only ; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $9.75; Co-
Requisite; 2 HURL 496; 2151; MTWRF; 1100-1250; EB-A119. 
2154; HURL 497; 02; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2; 3; Vega, F.; By 
Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req. ; Special Fees $9.75; Co-
Requi site ; 2 HURL 496; 2153; MTWRF; 1100-1250; EB-A 119. 
8118; HURL 595; 51; HUMAN RELATIONS; 6 ; Downes, A.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $19.50; MTWR; 0900-1150; Area 
Vocational Technical Institute, Anoka; June 9- July 10. 
2155 ; HURL 596; 01 ; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1; 3; Risberg, D.; 
By Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $9.75; 
Co-Requisite; 2 HURL 597; 2156; MTWRF; 0900-1050; EB-A 119. 
2157; HURL 596 ; 02; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1; 3; Vega, F.; By 
Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $9.75; Co-
Requisite; 2 HURL 597 ; 2158; MTWRF; 0900-1050; EB-A119. 
2156; HURL 597; 01; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2; 3; Risberg, D.; By 
Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $9. 75; Co-
Requisite; 2 HURL 596 ; 2155; MTWRF; 1100-1250; EB-A119. 
2158; HURL 597; 02; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2; 3; Vega, F.; By 
Permission Only ; Grading Options; Su-Req. Special Fees $9. 75; Co-
Requisite; 2 HURL 596; 2157 ; MTWRF; 1100-1250; EB-A119. 
HUMAN RELATIONS (HURL)/ SECOND TERM 
8119; HURL 495; 52; HUMAN RELATIONS; 6; Grading Options; Su-
Req .; Special Fees $19.50; Hours Arran.; Area Vocational Techni-
cal Institute, Anoka; July 14 - Aug. 14. 
2159; HURL 496; 03; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1; 3; Andrzejewski , J.; 
By Permission Only ; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $9.75; 
Co-Requisite ; 2 HURL 497; 2160; MTWRF; 0730-0920; EB-A 119. 
2161; HURL 496; 04; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1; 3; Risberg, D.; By 
Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $9.75; Co-
Requisite; 2 HURL 497 ; 2162; MTWRF ; 0730-0920; EB-A 119. 
2160; HURL 497; 03; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2; 3; Andrzejewski, J.; 
By Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $9. 75; 
Co-Requisite; 2 HURL 496; 2159; MTWRF; 0930-1120; EB-A 119. 
2162; HURL 497; 04; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2; 3; Risberg, D.; By 
Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $9.75; Co-
Requisite; 2 HURL 496; 2161 ; MTWRF ; 0930-1120; EB-A 119. 
8120; HURL 595; 52; HUMAN RELATIONS; 6; Grading Options; Su-
Req.; Special Fees $19.50; Hours Arran. ; Area Vocational Technical 
Institute, Anoka; July 14 - Aug. 14. 
2163 ; HURL 596; 03; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1; 3; Andrzejewski , J.; 
By Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $9. 75; 
Co-Requisite; 2 HURL 597; 2164; MTWRF; 0730-0920; EB-A 119. 
2165; HURL 596; 04; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 1; 3; Risberg, D.; By 
Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req. ; Special Fees $9. 75; Co-
Requisite ; 2 HURL 597; 2166; MTWRF; 0730-0920; EB-A 119. 
2164; HURL 597; 03; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2; 3; Andrzejewski, J.; 
By Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $9.75 ; 
Co-Requisite ; 2 HURL 596; 2163; MTWRF; 0930-1120; EB-A 119. 
2166; HURL 597; 04; HUMAN RELATIONS PT 2; 3; Risberg, D.; By 
Permission Only ; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $9. 75; Co-
Requisite ; 2 HURL 596; 2165; MTWRF; 0930-1120; EB-A 119. 19 
20 
INFORMATION MEDIA (IM)/ FIRST TERM 
3551; IM 204; INFO RES; 4; MW; 1800-2130; CH-125. 
3552; IM 410; 01; EDUCATIONAL TOUR; 4; Ramquist, R.; By Per-
mission Only; Hours Arran.; June 28 - July 13. 
3553; IM 468; 01; MEDIA MAT; 3; MTWRF; 0730-0900; CH-134. 
3554; IM 468; 02; MEDIA MAT; 3; MTWRF; 0915-1045; CH-130. 
3555 ; IM 468; 03; MEDIA MAT; 3; MTWRF; 1100-1230; CH-134. 
3556; IM 476; 01; SELECT MAT; 4; Jensen, H.; MTWRF; 1245-1500; 
CH-126; June 23 - July 9. 
3557; IM 510; 01; EDUCATIONAL TOUR; 4; Ramquist, R.; By Per-
mission Only; Hours Arran.; June 28 - July 13. 
3558; IM 603; 01; IM INTRO; 4; Jensen, F.; MTWRF; 0915-1045; 
CH-125. 
3559 ; IM 606; 01 ; ORG AND SUPV; 3; Schulzetenberg, A.; MTWRF; 
1100-121 O; CH-125. 
3560; IM 608; 01; RSRCH METH; 3; Fields, D. ; MTWRF; 0730-0840; 
CH-130. 
3561 ; IM 611; 01; PREP MAT; 3; Nelson, J .; MW; 1800-2130; CH-134. 
3562; IM 630; 01; SELECT AND EVAL IM; 3; Westby, G.; MTWRF; 
1245-1500; CH-125; June 23- July 9. 
3563; IM 631; 01; EVALUATION; 3; Nelson, J .; MTWRF; 0915-
1025; CH-134. 
3564; IM 644; 01; STORAGE I; 3; Rydberg, D.; MTWRF; 1245-1415; 
CH-130. 
3565; IM 651; 01; PATERN-STR; 3; Smelser, L.; Hours Arran. 
3566; IM 658; 01; IND INST; 3; Fields, D.; MTWRF; 1100-1210; 
CH-130. 
3567; IM 680; 01; INTERNSHIP; VR; Brown, L.; By Permission Only ; 
Hours Arran. 
3568; IM 681; 01; READINGS; 3; Brown, L.; By Permission Only; 
Hours Arran. 
3569; IM 682; 01; RESEARCH; VR; Brown, L.; By Permission Only; 
Hours Arran. 
3570; IM 683; 01 ; SEMINAR SPECIALIST; 2; Brown, L.; By Permis-
sion Only; Hours Arran. 
3571; IM 683; 02; SEMINAR TRENDS IN IM; 4; Ramquist, R.; By 
Permission Only; Hours Arran. 
3572; IM 684; 01; FIELD STUDY; VR; Brown, L.; By Permission 
Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran . 
INFORMATION MEDIA (IM)/ SECOND TERM 
3573; IM 468; 04; MEDIA MAT; 3; MTWRF; 0730-0900; CH-134. 
3574; IM 468; 05; MEDIA MAT; 3; MTWRF; 0915-1045; CH-134. 
3575; IM 604; 01; IM & SOCIETY; 3; Ramquist, R.; MTWRF; 1100-
121 O; CH-134. 
3576; IM 612; 01; TV IN IM; 3; Fields, D.; MW; 1800-2130; CH-134. 
3577; IM 613; 01; PHOTO PROC; 3; Ramquist, R.; MTWRF; 0915-
1045; CH-125. 
3578; IM 635; 01 ; REFERENCE I; 3; Westby, G.; MTWRF; 1245-
1500; CH-125 ; July 28-Aug. 13. 
3579; IM 636; 01 ; REFERENCE II; 3; MTWRF; 0730-0840; CH-125. 
3580; IM 637; 01; TECH PROC I; 3; MTWRF; 1100-1230; CH-126. 
3581 ; IM 638; 01; TECH PR.OC II; 3; Elsen, M.; MTWRF ; 1430-1550; 
CH-126. 
3582; IM 639; 01; READ LIST VIEW GUID; 3; Smelser, L.; MTWRF; 
1245-1500; CH-125; July 14-25. 
3583; IM 650; 01; ADMIN IM; 3; Smelser, L.; MTWRF; 0730-0840; 
CH-130. 
3584; IM 680; 02; INTERNSHIP; VR; Brown, L.; By Permission Only; 
Hours Arran. 
3585; IM 681; 02; READINGS; 3; Brown, L.; By Permission Only; 
Hours Arran. 
3586; IM 682; 02; RESEARCH; VR; Brown, L.; By Permission Only; 
Hours Arran. 
3587; IM 684; 02; FIELD STUDY; VR ; Brown, L.; By Permission 
Only; Hours Arran. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (PE)/ FIRST TERM 
5016; PE 133; 01; RHYTHMS & DANCES; 1; Brink, C. ; MTWRF; 
0915-1000; HAH-DS. 
5017; PE 136; 01; BEGINNING SWIMMING; 1; Simpson, W.; Special 
Fees $1.00; MTWRF; 1000-1045; HAH-P. 
5023; PE 205; 01; HORSEBACK RIDING I; 1; Brink, C. Special Fees 
$45.00; MTWRF; 1100-1145; HAH-OS. 
5024; PE 206; 02; STANDARD FIRST AID; 3; Troyer, J. MTWRF; 
0915-1025; HAH-243. 
5025; PE 222; 01 ; BOWLING; 1; Bartlet, G.; Special Fees $10.00; 
MTWRF; 0815-0900; AMCC. 
5028; PE 222; 04; BOWLING; 1; Stanek, J.; Special Fees $10.00; 
MTWRF; 1330-1415; AMCC. 
5030; PE 230; 02; BEGINNING TENNI~; 1; Basch, C.; Special Fees 
$1.00; MTWRF; 0915-0959; HAH-TC. 
5031; PE 230; 03; BEGINNING TENNIS; 1; Basch, C.; Special Fees 
$1.00; MTWRF; 1000-1044; HAH-TC. 
5034; PE 230; 06; BEGINNING TENNIS; 1; Basch, C.; Special Fees 
$1.00; MTWRF; 1145-1159; HAH-TC. 
5036 ; PE 230; 08; BEGINNING TENNIS; 1; Olson, N.; Special Fees 
$1.00; TR; 1800-1950; HAH-TC. 
5041; PE 231; 02; INTERMEDIATE TENNIS ; 1; Olson, N.; Special 
Fees $1.00; MTWRF; 1100-1144; HAH-TC. 
5046; PE 238; 03; BEGINNING ARCHERY; 1; Olson, N.; MTWRF; 
1245-1330; HAH-AR. 
5048; PE 248; 01; ANATOMY; 4; Basch, C.; MTWRF; 0730-0900; 
HAH-240. 
5049; PE 251; 01 ; COACHING BASKETBALL; 3; Olson, N.; MTWRF; 
0915-1025; HAH-110. 
5050; PE 261; 01; DANCING & RHYTHMS; 2; Brink, C.; Sex Restric-
tion; Male; MTWRF; 0730-0900; HAH-DS. 
5051; PE 261; 02; DANCING & RHYTHMS; 2; Brink, C.; Sex Restric-
tion; Female; MTWRF; 0730-0900; HAH-DS. 
5052; PE 265 ; 01; COACHING BASEBALL; 3; Stanek, J .; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; HAH-240. 
5053; PE 268; 01; TEACHING SWIMMING; 2; Simpson, W.; MTWRF; 
0915-1030; HAH-P. 
5054; PE 273; 01; CANOEING; 1; Simpson, W.; MW; 1245-1415; 
HAH-OS. 
5055; PE 273; 02; CANOEING; 1; Simpson, W.; TR; 1245-1415; 
HAH-OS. 
5056; PE 273; 03; CANOEING; 1; Simpson, W.; MW; 1430-1615; 
HAH-OS. 
5057; PE 275; 01; GOLF; 1; Troyer, J .; TR; 1100-1230; HAH-OS. 
5059; PE 338; 01; PRACTICUM I IN PE; 1; Kasper, J.; Hours Arran. 
5061; PE 348; 01; KINESIOLOGY; 3; Stanek, J .; MTWRF; 
0915-1030; HaH 240. 
5064; PE 408; 01; PRIN . & PHILOSOSPH PE; 3; Kasper, J.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1030; HaH 241. 
5070; PE 438; 01; PRACTICUM II IN PE; 1; Kasper, J.; Hours 
Arran. 
5072; PE 451; 01; ADAPTED PHYSICAL ED; 3; Troyer, J.; MTWRF; 
0730-0840; HAH-241. 
5001; PE 495; 01; THEORY COMPET ATHLET; 3; Anfenson, R.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $6.00; MTWRFS; 0915-
1600; June 9-14. 
5003 ; PE 495; 02; COACHING GYMNASTICS; 2; Brink, C.; Special 
Fees $16.00; MTWRF; 1230-1730; HAH-GG; June 9-13. 
5005; PE 495; 03; GOLF METHODS WORKSHP; 2; Oxton, J.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1300-2030; HAH-MG (1630-1830 will 
be free time.); June 16-20. 
5065; PE 508; 01 ; PRIN & PHILOSOPHY PE; 3; Kasper, J.; MTWRF; 
0915-1030; HAH-241. 
5073; PE 551; 01; ADAPTED PHYSICAL ED; 3; Troyer, J .; MTWRF; 
0730-0840; HAH-241 . 
5002; PE 595; 01; THEORY COMP ET A TH LET; 3; Anfenson, R.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $6.00; MTWRFS; 0915-
1600; June 9-14. 
5004; PE 595; 02; COACHING GYMNASTICS; 2; Brink, C.; Special 
Fees $16.00; MTWRF; 1230-1730; HAH-GG; June 9-13. 
5006; PE 595; 03; GOLF METHODS WORKSHP; 2; Oxton, J.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1300-2030; HAH-MG (1630-1830 will 
be free time.); June 16-20. 
5074; PE 601; 01; RESEARCH METHODS; 3; Waxlax, R.; MTWRF; 
0730-0840; HAH-235. 
5075; PE 609; 01; SPORT & SOCIETY; 3; Waxlax, R.; MTWRF; 1100-
1210; HAH-243. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (PE)/ SECOND TERM 
5013; PE 120; 01; AEROBICS; 2; Kelly, J.; Special Fees $1.00; 
MTWRF; 1245-1400; HAH-110. 
5014; PE 125; 01; BALLROOM DANCE; 1; Helgelien, E.; Sex Restric-
tion; Male; MTWRF; 0915-1000; HAH-DS. 
5015; PE 125; 02; BALLROOM DANCE; 1; Helgelien, E. , Sex Restric-
tion; Female; MTWRF; 0915-1000; HAH-DS. 
5018; PE 136; 02; BEGINNING SWIMMING; 1; Anderson, A.; Special 
Fees$ 1.00; MTWRF; 1245-1300; HAH-P. 
5019; PE 140; 01; SELF-DEFENSE WOMEN; 2; Helgelien, E.; Special 
Fees $1.00; MTWRF; 1000-1130; HAH-WG. 
5020; PE 144; 01; VOLLEYBALL; 1; Wink, J.; Special Fees $1.00; 
MTWRF; 0815-0900; HAH-EB. 
5021; PE 151; 01; GYMNASTIC STUNTS; 2; Anderson, A.; Special 
Fees $1.00; MTWRF; 0815-0945; HAH-GG. 
5022; PE 152; 01 ; PHYSICAL FITNESS; 1; Vinje, J.; Special Fees 
$1.00; MTWRF; 1245-1330; HJ\H-GG. 
5039; PE 213; 01 ; COMPREHENSIVE BICYCL; 2; Whitlock, D.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; HAH-OS. 
5026; PE 222; 02; BOWLING; 1; Bartlett, G.; Special Fees $10.00; 
MTWRF; 0815-0900; AMCC. 
5027; PE 222; 03; BOWLING; 1; Vinje, J.; Special Fees $10.00; 
MTWRF; 0915-0959; AMCC. 
5038; PE 222; 05; BOWLING; 1; Vinje, J .; Special Fees $10.00; 
MTWRF; 1430-1515; AMCC. 
5029; PE 230; 01; BEGINNING TENNIS; 1; Anderson, A.; Special 
Fees $1.00; MTWRF; 0730-0814; HAH-TC. 
5032; PE 230; 04; BEGINNING TENNIS; 1; Wink, J .; Special Fees 
$ 1.00; MTWRF; 1000-1044; HAH-TC. 
5033; PE 230; 05; BEGINNING TENNIS; 1; Wink, J.; Special Fees 
$1.00; MTWRF; 1100-1144; HAH-TC. 
5035; PE 230; 07; BEGINNING TENNIS; 1; Wink, J.; Special Fees 
$1.00; MTWRF; 1330-1415; HAH-TC. 
5037; PE 230; 09; BEGINNING TENNIS; 1; Kelly , J.; Special Fees 
$1.00; TR; 1800-1950; HAH-TC. 
5040; PE 231; 01; INTERMEDIATE TENNIS; 1; Whitlock, D.; Special 
Fees $1.00; MTWRF; 0915-0959; HAH-TC. 
5042; PE 232; 01; BADMINTON; 1; Wink, J.; Special Fees $1.00; 
MTWRF; 0915-0959; HAH-MG. 
5043; PE 232; 02; BADMINTON; 1; Anderson, A.; Special Fees $1.00; 
MTWRF; 1000-1044; HAH-MG. 
5044; PE 238; 01; BEGINNING ARCHERY; 1; Vinje, J.; MTWRF; 
1000-1044; HAH-A R. 
5045; PE 238; 02; BEGINNING ARCHERY; 1; Vinje, J.; MTWRF; 
1100-1144; HAH-AR. 
5047; PE 238; 04; BEGINNING ARCHERY; 1; Buckley, C.; MTWRF; 
1245-1330; HAH-AR. 
5058; PE 304; 01; CARE & PREVENTION; 2; Helgelien, E.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; HAH-241 . 
5060; PE 338; 02; PRACTICUM I IN PE; 1; Kasper, J. ; Hours Arran. 
5062; PE 349; 01; HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY; 3; Kelly, J.; MTWRF; 
0915-1030; HAH-110. 
5063; PE 392; 01; ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PE; 2; Helgelien, E.; 
MTWRF; 1145-1300; HAH-243. 
5066; PE 411; 01; ORG & DEV OF PHYS ED ; 4; Whitlock, D.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; HAH-243. 
5068; PE 412; 01; HISTORY & PHILOSOPHY; 3; Buckley, C.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1210; HAH-241. 
5101 ; PE 415; 01; ORG & ADM INTRAMURAL; 3; Buckley, C. ; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; HAH-235. 
5071; PE 438; 02; PRACTICUM II IN PE; 1; Kasper, J.; Hours Arran. 
5067; PE 511; 01; ORG & DEV OF PHYS ED; 4; Whitlock, D.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; HAH-243. 
5069; PE 512; 01 ; HISTORY & PHILOSOPHY; 3; Buckley, C.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1210; HAH-241 . 
5102; PE 515; 01 ; ORG & ADM INTRAMURAL; 3; Buckley, C.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; HAH-235. 
PSYCHOLOGY (PSY) / FIRST TERM 
5901; PSY 121; 01 ; GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY; 4; Mertens, G.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-A226. 
5902; PSY 121; 02; GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY; 4; Rosenthal, E.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; EB-A226. 
5909; PSY 250; 01; PRINCIPLES BEHAVIOR; 4; Mertens, G.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; EB-B207. 
5910; PSY 250; 02; PRINCIPLES BEHAVIOR; 4; Rosenthal, E.; 
MTWRF ; 1245-1415; EB-A226. 
5990; PSY 251; 01; INTRO TO COGNITIVE; 4; Wollin, D.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; EB-A240. 
5916; PSY 259; 01; PSYCH STASTICS I; 4; Murphy, R.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB B213. 
5919; PSY 262; 01; HUMAN GROWTH & DEVEL; 4; Vannostrand, E.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; EB-B208. 
5920; PSY 270; 01; PSY OF WOMEN; 4; Dwyer, M.; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; EB-B209. 
5930; PSY 362; 01; ED MEAS & TEST CONST; 4; Hark, E.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; EB-B206. 
5931; PSY 362; 02; ED MEAS & TEST CONST; 4; Anderson, D.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-B208. 
5938; PSY 463; 01; PRINCIPLES OF LEARN; 4; Kukuk, W.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; EB-B207. 
5939; PSY 463; 02; PRINCIPLES OF LEARN; 4; Knutson, J.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-A239. 
5940; PSY 463; 03; PRINCIPLES OF LEARN; 4; Hark, E.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB-B206. 
2042; PSY 466; 01; GUIDANCE HANDICAPPED; 4; Scribner, R.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; EB-A236. 
5941; PSY 471 ; 01; MENTAL HYGIENE; 4; Vannostrand, E.; 
MTWRF; 1245-1415; EB-B208. 
2044; PSY 472; 01; PSY EXCEPT CHILD; 4; Scribner, R.; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; EB-A235. 
2045; PSY 473; 01; PSY MENT RTD; 4; McKain, C.; MTWRF; 0915-
1045; EB-A236. 
5943; PSY 474; 01; INTERPERSONAL DYNAM ; 4; Wollin, D.; 
MTWRF;0915-1045; EB-B209. 
5949; PSY 475; 01; ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY; 4; Boltuck, C. ; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-B206. 
5963; PSY 485; 01; THEORIES PERSONALITY; 4; Boltuck, C.; 
MTWRF; 1245-1415; EB-B207. 
5977; PSY 495; 01; GROUP EXPERIENCE; 6; Lesar, D.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0900-1600; EB; June 10-25. 
5598; PSY 495; 05; PIAGET FOR TEACHERS; 4; Prochnow, R.; 
MTWRF; 0830-1200; EB; June 16-July 3. 
5983; PSY 495; 06; SEXISM IN SCHOOLS; 4; Dwyer, M.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1245-1415; EB-B209; June 9-July 11. 
2046; PSY 566; 01; GUIDANCE HANDICAPPED; 3; Scribner, R.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; EB-A236. 
5942; PSY 571; 01 ; MENTAL HYGEINE; 3; Vannostrand, E.; 
MTWRF; 1245-1400; EB-B208. 
2049; PSY 572; 01 ; PSY EXCEPT CHILD; 3; Scribner, R. ; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; EB-A235. 
2048; PSY 573; 01; PSY MENT RTD; 3; McKain, C.; MTWRF; 0915-
1045; EB-A236. 
5944; PSY 574; 01; INTERPERSONAL DYNAM; 3; Wollin, D.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1030; EB-B209. 
5962; PSY 575; 01; ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY; 3; Boltuck, C.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1030; EB-B206. 
5964; PSY 585; 01; THEORIES PERSONALITY; 3; Boltuck, C.; 
MTWRF; 1245-1400; EB-B207. 
5978; PSY 595; 01; GROUP EXPERIENCE; 6; Lesar, D.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0900-1600; EB; June 10-25. 
5991 ; PSY 595; 05; PIAGET FOR TEACHERS; 3; Prochnow, R.; 
MTWRF; 0830-1200; EB; June 16 - July 3. 
5986; PSY 595; 06; SEXISM IN SCHOOLS; 3; Dwyer, M.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1245-1400; EB-B209; June 9 - July 11. 
5965; PSY 650; 01; INTRO TO REHAB; 3; Steen, J.; MTW; 1245-
1500; EB-A239. 
5966; PSY 651; 01; COUNSELING THEO RI ES; 3; Scharf, M.; MTW; 
1245-1500; EB-A240. 
5967; PSY 663; 01; APP THEORIES LRNG; 3; Knutson, J.; MTWRF; 
1100-1215; EB-A239. 
5971; PSY 668; 01; COUNSELING PRACTICUM; 3; Redding, J. ; MTW; 
1000-1215; EB-A240. . 
5972; PSY 669; 01; COUNSELING PRACTICUM; 3; Scharf, M.; 
MTWRF; 0800-1200; EB-A244. 
5973; PSY 669; 02; COUNSELING PRACTICUM; 3; Redding, J.; 
MTWRF; 1230-1630; EB-A244. 
5976; PSY 678; 01; GRADUATE STATISTICS; 3; Murphy, R.; MTW; 
0730-0945; EB-B213. 
5996; PSY 678; 02; GRADUATE STATISTICS; 3; Kukuk, W. ; 
MTWRF; 0915-1030; EB-B207. 
5997; PSY 687; 01; WECHSLER; 3; Anderson, D.; MTWRF; 1245-
1400; EB-B206. 
5989; PSY 696; 01; COUNSELING INTERNS; VR; Perkins, E.; By 
Permission Only; Hours Arran. 
PSYCHOLOGY (PSY} / SECOND TERM 
5903; PSY 121 ; 03; GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY; 4; Luker, A.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; EB-A226. 
5904; PSY 121; 04; GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY; 4; Mertens, G.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-A226. 
5905; PSY 250; 03; PRINCIPLES BEHAVIOR; 4; Rosenthal , E.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; EB-A226. 
5917; PSY 262; 02; HUMAN GROWTH & DEVEL; 4; Petersen, M.; 21 MTWRF; 1100-1230; EB-B209. 
22 
5934; PSY 280; 01; PSY OF PLAY & REC; 4; Kleiber, D.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-B207. 
5932; PSY 362; 03; ED MEAS & TEST CONST; 4; Anderson, D.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-B206. 
5933; PSY 362; 04; ED MEAS & TEST CONST; 4; Hark, E.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB-B206. 
5935; PSY 463; 04; PRINCIPLES OF LEARN; 4 ; Petersen, M.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-B208. 
5936; PSY 463; 05; PRINCIPLES OF LEARN; 4; Kukuk, W.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB-B208. 
5937; PSY 463; 06; PRINCIPLES OF LEARN; 4; Kleiber, D.; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; EB-B207. 
6000; PSY 464; 01; GUID PRINCIPLES; 4; Scharf, M.; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; EB-A239. 
6003; PSY 469; 01; IND APPRAISAL; 4; Hark, E.; MTWRF; 1245-
1415; EB-B206. 
5993; PSY 495; 02; PSYCHOLOGY MARRIAGE; 4; Dwyer, M.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWR; 0915-1145; EB-A240; July 15 • 
Aug. 15. 
5999; PSY 495; 03; COUNSELING MARRIAGE; 4; Dwyer, M.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req. MTWR; 1300-1530; EB-A240; July 15 · Aug. 15. 
6008; PSY 495; 04; BEHAVIOR COUNSELING; 6; Lesar, D.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0900-1600; EB; July 15-30. 
6001; PSY 564; 01; GUID PRINCIPLES; 3; Scharf, M. MTWRF; 
1245-1400; EB-A239. 
6007; PSY 569; 01; IND APPRAISAL; 3; Hark, E.; MTWRF; 1245-
1400; EB-B206. 
5992; PSY 595; 02; PSYCHOLOGY MARRIAGE; 3; Dwyer, M. ; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWR; 0915-1145; EB-A240; July 15 · 
Aug. 15. 
6002; PSY 595; 03; COUNSELING MARRIAGE; 3; Dwyer, M.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req. MTWR; 1300-1530; EB-A240; July 15 · 
Aug. 15. 
6009; PSY 595; 04; BEHAVIOR COUNSELING; 6; Lesar, D.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req. MTWRF; 0900-1600; EB; July 15-30. 
6004; PSY 655; 01; CASELOAD MANAGEMENT; 2; Mason, J.; Hours 
Arran. 
5968; PSY 665; 01; APPRSL TECH; 3; Mason, J.; MTW; 1000-1200; 
EB-A239. 
5970; PSY 667; 01; OCC & ED INFO; 3; Krueger, A.; MTW; 0730-
0945; EB-A239. 
5969; PSY 669; 03; COUNSELING PRACTICUM; 3; Scharf, M.; 
MTWRF; 0800-1200; EB-A244. 
5974; PSY 678; 03; GRADUATE STATISTICS; 3; Murphy, R.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-B213. 
6006; PSY 690; 01; SEM PRACTICE COUNSEL; 3; Krueger, A.; Hours 
Arran. 
5979; PSY 696; 02; COUNSELING INTERN; VR; Perkins, E.; By Per-
mission Only; Hours Arran. 
RECREATION (REC)/ FIRST TERM 
5076; REC 133; 01; INTRO TO RECREATION; 2; Kasper, J.; Co-
Requisite; 2 REC 135; 5077; MTWRF; 1100-1145; HAH-242. 
5077; REC 135; 01; PRACTICUM I IN REC RE; 1; Kasper, J.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req. ; Co-Requisite; 2 REC 133 ; 5076; Hours Arran. 
5078; REC 212; 01; CAMPING EDUCATION; 4; Templin, D.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; HAH-243. 
5081; REC 433; 01; SEMINAR IN RECREATION; 3; Waxlax, R.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran. 
5083; REC 444; 01; INTERNSHIP REC REA TIO; 6; Waxlax, R.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran. 
5007; REC 495; 01; WILDERNESS SURVIVAL; 4 ; Oxton, J.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0915-1415; HAH-240; July 7-14. 
5009; REC 495; 02; BACKPACKING-CAMPING; 2; Oxton, J.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req .; MTWRF; 0915-1230; HAH-240; June 23-27. 
5011; REC 495; 03; OUTDOOR ED WORKSHOP; 3; Templin, D.; 
Special Fees $10.00; MTWRFS; 0900-1700; CLS-AUD. June 16-21; 
By Permission Only. 
5008; REC 595; 01; WILDERNESS SURVIVAL; 4 ; Oxton, J.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0915-1415; HAH-240; July 7-14. 
5010; REC 595; 02; BACKPACKING-CAMPING; 2; Oxton, J.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0915-1230; HAH-240; June 23-27. 
5012; REC 595; 03; OUTDOOR ED WORKSHOP; 3; Templin, D.; 
Special Fees $10.00; MTWRFS; 0900-1700; CLS-AUD; June 16-21; 
By Permission Only. 
RECREATION (REC)/ SECOND TERM 
5079; REC 233; 01; REC PROGRAM PLANNING; 3; Kasper, J.; Co-
Requisite; 2 REC 235; 5080; MTWRF; 0915-1025; HAH-243. 
5080; REC 235; 01; PRACTICUM II IN RECR; 1; Kasper, J.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; Co-Requisite; 2 REC 233; 5079; Hours Arran. 
5082; REC 433; 02; SEMINAR IN RECREATION; 3; Kasper, J .; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran. 
5084 ; REC 444; 02; INTERNSHIP RECREATION; 6; Kasper, J.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran. 
SECONDARY EDUCATION (SEED)/ FIRST TERM 
2052; SEED 401; 01; TEACHING PROFESSION; 2; Mork, V.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; EB-A230. 
2053; SEED 448; 01; SECONDARY SCHOOL 2; 3; Mork, V.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-A230. 
2055; SEED 549; 01; STUDENT TEACHER & LAW; 3; Bjorklun, E.; 
MTWRF ; 1245-1415; EB-A233. 
2102; SEED 636; 01; SR HIGH THEOR & PRAC; 3; Mortrude, L.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-A229. 
2057; SEED 661; 01; SECONDARY CURRICULUM; 3; Mork, V.; 
MTWRF; 1245-1415; EB-A231. 
2058; SEED 665; 01 ; JR HIGH SEMINAR; 3; Jones, J.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB-A231. 
2059; SEED 675; 01; IMP OF SEC SCHL INST; 3; Johnson, P.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-A233. 
SECONDARY EDUCATION (SEED)/ SECOND TERM 
2054; SEED 629; 01; ADOLESCENT & SCHOOL; 3; Morturde, L.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; EB-A229. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION (SPED)/ FIRST TERM 
1951; SPED 471; 01; EXCEPTIONAL CHILD; 4; Wellik, J .; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-A235. 
1952; SPED 472; 01; CULT DIV AND EDUC; 4; McKain, C.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB-A235. 
1955; SPED 475 ; 01; BASIC SKILLS HAND; 4; Knox, S.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; EB-A235. 
1957; SPED 482; 01; METHOD 1; 4; Wellik, J.; MTWRF; 1245-1415; 
EB-A235. 
1961; SPED 487; 01; SEM SPEC EDUCATION; 2; Knox, S.; MTWRF; 
1245-1355; EB-A238. 
1964; SPED 491; 01 ; SPEC LRNG DIS I; 4; Malinen, V.; By Permission 
Only; MTWRF; 0730-0900; CLS. 
2023; SPED 572; 01 ; CULT DIV AND EDUC; 3; McKain, C.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; EB-A235. 
1972; SPED 575 ; 01; BASIC SKILLS HAND; 3; Knox, S. ; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; EB-A235. 
2024;SPED 582; 01; METHOD 1; 3; Wellik, J.; MTWRF; 1245-1415; 
EB-A235. 
1978; SPED 591 ; 01; SPEC LRNG DIS I; 3; Malinen, V.; By Permission 
Only; MTWRF; 0730-0900; CLS. 
1980; SPED 613; 01 ; ADM-IN SPEC ED; 3; Knox, S.; MTWRF; 0915-
1025; EB-A237. 
1982; SPED 622; 01; PRACTICUM SLD; 3; Malinen, V.; By Permission 
Only; MTWRF; 0915-1200; CLS. 
1986; SPED 682; 01; RESEARCH IN SPEC ED; 3; Ayers, F.; MTWRF; 
0730-0840; EB-A237. 
1992; SPED 689; 01; PSYCHOLINGUISTICS; 3; Ayers, F.; MTWRF; 
1245-1355; EB-A236. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION (SPED)/ SECOND TERM 
1953; SPED 473; 01; BEH PROB IN SCHOOL; 4; Ayers, F. ; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-A235. 
1965; SPED 492; 01 ; SPEC LRNG DIS II ; 4; Robley, Q.; By Permission 
Only; MTWRF; 0730-0900; CLS. 
1971; SPED 573; 01; BEH PROB IN SCHOOL; 3; Ayers, F.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; EB-A235. 
1979; SPED 592; 01; SPEC LRNG DIS II; 3; ROBLEY, Q.; By Permis-
sion Only; MTWRF; 0730-0900; CLS. 
2041; SPED 622; 02; PRACTICUM SLD; 3; Robley, Q.; By Permission 
Only; MTWRF; 0915-1200; CLS. 
1984; SPED 680; 01 ; CUR TRENDS SPEC ED; 3; Knox, S.; MTWRF; 
1100-1210; EB-A235. 
1985; SPED 681 ; 01; BEHAV ANAL HAND; 3; Ayers, F.; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; EB-A235. 
1988; SPED 684; 01; PROBLEMS SPEC ED; 3; Lovelace, W.; MTWRF; 
0730-0840; EB-A237. 
1990; SPED 686; 01 ; SUP OF SPEC ED; 3; Knox, S. ; MTWRF; 
0915-1025; EB-A237. 
1991 ; SPED 687 ; 01 ; CUR FOR SPEC ED; 3; Lovelace, W.; MTWRF; 
1100-1210; EB-A238. 
STUDENT TEACHING 
EDT -- BY PERMISSION ONLY. Contact Student Teaching Office. 
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS 
ART (ART)/ FIRST TERM 
5511 ; ART 240; 01 ; OIL PAINTING I; 3; Brown, D.; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; KVAC-209. 
0321 ; ART 250; 01 ; PRINT MAKING I ; 3; Brown, D. ; MTWRF; 1245-
1415; KVAC-202. 
0309; ART 260; 01 ; SCULPTURE I ; 3; A iken, J .; MTWRF; 1100-1230; 
1230; KVAC-G04 . 
0315 ; ART 275 ; 01 ; WEAVING I ; 3; Sykora, M.; MTWRF; 1100-1230; 
KVAC-105. 
0345; ART 296; 01 ; PRINCIPLES OF ART; 4 Sykora, M.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; KV AC-112. 
0301; ART 340; 01 ; OIL PAINTING II ; 3; Wallin , L. ; MTWRF; 0915-
1045; KVAC-206. 
0322; ART 350; 01 ; PRINTMAKING II; 3; Brown, D.; MTWRF; 1245-
1415 ; KVAC-202. 
0302; ART 360; 01 ; SCULPTURE II ; 3; Wallin, L.; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; KVAC-206. 
0306; ART 370; 01 ; CERAMICS 11 ; 3; Halberg, L. ; MTWRF; 0915-1045; 
KVAC-G02. 
0316; ART 375 ; 01 ; WEAVING 11 ; 3; Sykora, M.; MTWRF; 1100-1230; 
KVAC-105. 
0324; ART 440; 01 ; OIL PAINTING 111 , 3, Brown, D.; Hours Arran. 
0323 ; ART 450; 01 ; PRINTMAKING Ill ; 3; Brown, D.; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; KVAC-202. 
0310; ART 460; 01 ; SCULPTURE 111 ; 3; Aiken, J.; Hours Arran. 
0317 ; ART 475 ; 01 ; WEAVING Ill; 3; Sykora, M.; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; KVAC-105. 
0352; ART 495; 01; RAKU WORKSHOP; 2; Halberg, L. ; MTWRF; 
1100-1330; KV AC-G02; June 30 - July 11 . 
0353 ; ART 595 ; 01 ; RAKU WORKSHOP; 2; Halberg, L.; MTWRF; 
1100-1330; KVAC-G02; June 30-July 11 . 
0325 ; ART 641; 01 ; PAINTING I ; 3; Brown, D.; Hours Arran . 
0326 ; ART 642; 01 ; PAINTING 11 ; 3; Brown, D. ; Hours Arran. 
0311 ; ART 661 ; 01 ; SCULPTURE I ; 3; Aiken, J.; Hours Arran. 
0312; ART 662; 01 ; SCULPTURE II; 3; Aiken, J. ; Hours Arran. 
0305; ART 671 ; 01 ; CERAMICS I ; 3; Halberg, L. ; MTWRF; 0730-
0900; KVAC-G02. 
0351 ; ART 672 ; 01 ; CERAMICS 11 ; 3; Halberg, L. ; MTWRF; 0730-
0900; KVAC-G02. 
0318; ART 676 ; 01 ; FIBERS I; 3; Sy kora, M.; Hours Arran. 
0319; ART 677 ; 01 ; FIBERS II ; 3; Sykora, M.; Hours Arran . 
8121; ART 695; 51 ; EXPOSURE '75 ; 4 ; Roy, J. ; Korte, G.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran.; Special Fees $20.00; June 8-14. 
ART (ART)/ SECOND TERM 
0307 ; ART 101 ; 01 ; DE SIGN I ; 3; Rudans, E. ; MTWRF; 0915-1 045; 
KVAC-108. 
0308; ART 102; 01 ; DESIGN II ; 3; Rudan s, E. ; MTWRF; 0915-1045 ; 
KVAC-108. 
0303 ; ART 11 O; 01 ; DRAWING I; 2; Al helm, F.; MTWRF; 0915-1045; 
KVAC-206. 
0304 ; ART 111; 01 ; DRAWING II ; 2; Al helm, F.; MTWRF; 0915-1045; 
KVAC-206. 
0336; ART 280; 01 ; JEWELRY I ; 3; Roy, J. MTWRF; 0915-1045; 
KVAC-104. 
0320; A RT 285 ; 01; GLASSWORKING I ; 3; Rudans, E.; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; KVAC-G07 . 
0341 ; ART 303 ; 01 ; GRAPHIC DESIGN I ; 3; Alhelm, F.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; KVAC-108. 
0342; ART 304 ; 01 ; GRAPHIC DESIGN 11 ; 3; Alhelm , F.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; KVAC-108. 
0348 ; ART 305 ; 01 ; PHOTOG RAPHY I ; 2; Sherarts, T.; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; KVAC-204. 
0337 ; ART 380; 01 ; JEW ELRY II ; 3; Roy, J .; MTWRF; 1100-1230; 
KVAC-1 04. 
0329 ; ART 385; 01; GLASSWORKING II ; 3; Rudans, E. ; MTWRF; 
1245-1415 ; KVAC-G07. 
0313 ; ART 392; 01 ; FUNCTIONAL CRAFTS; 3; Alhelm, F.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; KV AC-106. 
0314; ART 396; 01 ; INTRODUCTORY CRAFTS; 4; Alhelm, F.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; KVAC-106. 
0349; ART 405; 01 ; PHOTOGRAPHY II ; 2; Sherarts, T .; MTWRF; 
1430-1600; KVAC-204. 
0346 ; ART 437 ; 01 ; MODERN ART; 4; Sherarts, T.; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; KVAC-G 14. 
0338; ART 480; 01 ; JEWELRY Ill; 3; Roy, J.; MTWRF; 1100-1230; 
KVAC-104. 
0330; ART 485 ; 01 ; GLASS WORKING Ill ; 3; Rudans, E. ; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; KVAC-G07. 
0333 ; ART 490; 01 ; ART CURRICULUM ; 4; Gutteter, L ; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; KV AC-112. 
0347 ; ART 537 ; 01 ; MODERN ART; 4; Sherarts, T. ; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; KVAC-G14. 
0339 ; ART 681 ; 01 ; METALS I ; 3; Roy, J.; Hours Arran. 
0340; ART 682 ; 01 ; METALS 11 ; 3; Roy , J.; Hours Arran. 
0331 ; ART 688; 01 ; GLASSWORKING I ; 3; Rudans, E.; TWRF; 1430-
1600; KVAC-G07 . 
0332; ART 689; 01 ; GLASSWORKING 11 ; 3; Rudans, E.; TWRF; 
1430-1600; KV AC-G07. 
MUSIC (MUS)/ FIRST TERM 
4701; MUS 112; 01 ; ALL COLLEGE CHOIR; 1; Flom, J.; TR; 1830-
2030; PA-127A. 
4 702; MUS 168; 01 ; CLASS VOICE; 1; Flom, J .; MTWRF; 0915-1005; 
PA-127A. 
4704 ; MUS 221 ; 01 ; HISTORY OF MUSIC I ; 3; Johnson, J.; MTWRF; 
1245-1400; PA-142. 
4705 ; MUS 229; 01 ; BLUES-JAZZ-ROCK; 3; Frohrip, K .; MTWRF; 
0730-0845 ; PA-127 A. 
4706 ; MUS 250; 01 ; MUSIC PRIMARY GRADES; 3; Tessendorf, R.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0845 ; PA-140. 
4707 ; MUS 251 ; 01 ; MUS INTERMED GRADES; 2; Tessendorf, R.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1005; PA-140. 
4708 ; MUS 451 ; 01; MARCHING BAND TECH NI ; 2; Frohrip, K.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1005; PA-113A. 
4709; MUS 462; 01 ; STRING PEDAGOGY ; 2; Johnson, J.; MTWRF; 
1100-1150; PA-113A. 
8130; MUS 495; 51 ; JAZZ ENS LIT & TECH ; 2; Frohrip, K.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req. ; Special Fees $32.00; MTWR; 0900-1600; 
PA-113A; June 2-5. 
471 0; MUS 551 ; 01 ; MARCHING BAND TECHNI ; 2; Frohrip, K. ; 
MTWRF; 0915-1005; PA-113A. 
471 1; MUS 562; 01 ; STRING PEDAGOGY ; 2; Johnson, J .; MTWRF; 
1100-1150; PA-113A. 
8131; MUS 595 ; 51 ; JAZZ ENS LIT & TECH ; 2; Frohrip, K.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $32.00; MTWR; 0900-1600; 
PA-113A ; June 2-5. 
4712; MUS 623 ; 01 ; MUS IN WESTERN CIVIL; 3; Flom, J.; MTWRF; 
1100-1215; PA-142. 
MUSIC (MUS)/ SECOND TERM 
4720; MUS 100; 01 ; INTRO MUSICAL CONCEP; 2; Ernest, D.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1005 ; PA-141. 
4721 ; MUS 103; 01 ; THEORY 1; 4; Barrett, R.; MTWRF; 0915-1055; 
PA-142. 
4722 ; MUS 123; 01; MAN AND MUS EXPERIEN; 4; Ernest, D.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0910; PA-142. 
4723; MUS 223; 01 ; HISTORY OF MUSIC; 3; Barrett, R.; MTWRF; 
1100-1215; PA-142. 
THEATRE (TH)/ FIRST and SECOND TERMS 
For theatre courses contact : Chairman, Theatre Department. 
SCHOOL OF INDUSTRY 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION (IND)/ FIRST TERM 
3801 ; IND 161 ; 01; INDUSTRIAL CRAFTS ; 3; LaCroix, W.; MTWRF; 
0730-0840; HH-109. 
3802; IND 181; 01; SMALL GAS ENGINES; 2; Royer, L.; MTWRF; 
1100-1145; HH-121. 
3803 ; IND 192; 01 ; MODERN TECH & CIVIL; 4; Bjorklund, L; 
MW; 1800-2130; HH-116. 
3804; IND 224; 01 ; GRAPHIC REPROD PROC; 3; Kemp, W_; MTWRF; 
0730-0840; H H-113. 23 
24 
3805 ; IND 244; 01 ; WELDING I; 2; Nestel , G.; MTWRF; 0730-0815; 
HH-122. 
3806; IND 321; 01; ELEM SCHOOL IND ARTS; 2; LaCroix, W.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; HH-217. 
3807; IND 321 ; 02; ELEM SCHOOL IND ARTS; 2; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; HH-217. 
3808; IND 346; 01 ; MACHINE METAL I ; 2; Royer, L.; MTWRF; 
0915-1000; HH-124. 
3809; IND 351; 01; COURSE CONSTRUCTION; 3; MW; 1800-2050; 
HH-120. . 
3810; IND 390; 01 ; DR & TRAF SAFETY EDI; 4; Matthias, H.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; HH-215. 
3811; IND 394; 01 ; BASIC AUTO MAINT; 3; Royer, L; TR; 1800-
2050; HH-121. 
3812 ; IND 397 ; 01 ; DR EDUC SIMUL INSTR; 2; Lorenzini, J. ; 
MTWRF; 1100-1145; HH-215. 
3813 ; IND 398; 01 ; DR ED MULI-VEH INSTR; 2; Matthias, H.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1000; HH-215. 
3814 ; IND 424; 01 ; PHOTO OFFSET LITHOG; 3; Kemp, W.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1025; HH-113. 
3815; IND 431 ; 01; EVAL IN IND SUBJECTS; 3; LaCroix, W.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1210; HH-120. 
3816 ; IND 445; 01; DR EDUC INTERNSHIP; VR; Dobey, R.; By Per-
mission Only ; Hours Arran. 
3817 ; IND 446; 01; MACHINE METAL II; 3; Royer, L.; MTWRF; 
0915-1025; HH-124. 
3818 ; IND 492; 01 ; MOTORCYCLES & REC VE ; 2; Lorenzini, J. ; 
MTWRF; 0915-1000; HH-214. 
3846 ; IND 495; 01 ; WORLD CONSTRUCTION; 4; Bjorklund , L.; By 
Permission Only; MTWRF; 0915-1600; HH-109; June 9-20. 
3848; IND 495 ; 02; METHODS OF MOLDING; 4; Nestel, G.; By Per-
mission Only; MTWRF; 0915-1600; HH-109; June 23 - July 3. 
3819; IND 498; 01; INTERNSHIP; VR; Bergstrom, P.; By Permission 
Only ; Hours Arran. 
3820; IND 524; 01; PHOTO OFFSET LITHOG; 3; Kemp, W.; MTWRF; 
0915-1025; HH-113. 
3821 ; IND 531 ; 01; EVAL IN IND SUBJECTS ; 3 LaCroix, W.; 
MTWRF ; 1100-1215; HH-120. 
3847 ; IND 595; 01; WORLD CONSTRUCTION; 4; Bjorklund, L.; 
By Permission Only; MTWRF; 0915-1600; HH-109; June 9-20. 
3849 ; IND 595 ; 02; METHODS OF MOLDING ; 4; Nestel, G.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1600; HH-109; June 23 - July 3; By Permission Only . 
3822; IND 598; 01 ; INTERNSHIP ; VR ; Bergstrom, P.; By Permission 
Only; Hours Arran. 
3823 ; IND 615 ; 01 ; SEMINAR IN IND EDUC; 2; Nestel, G.; MTWRF; 
0815-0900; HH-120. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION (IND)/ SECOND TERM 
3824; IND 130; 01; WOOD TECHNOLOGY; 3; Rahkola, W.; MTWRF; 
0730-0840; HH-109. 
3825; IND 161; 02; INDUSTRIAL CRAFTS; 3; Rahkola, W.; MTWRF; 
1245-1355 ; HH-109. 
3826; IND 169; 01; TOOLS & MACHINES; 1; Carter, P.; MTWRF; 
0915-1000; HH-109. 
3827 ; IND 181 ; 02; SMALL GAS ENGINES; 2; Eke, A.; MTWRF; 
0915-1000; HH-121. 
3828; IND 192; 02; MODERN TECH & CIVIL; 4 ; Carter, P.; MW; 
1800-2130; HH-116. 
3829; IND 210; 01; CONST & UPHOLSTERING; 2; Eke, A. ; TR; 
1800-2050; HH-109. 
3830; IND 321 ; 03; ELEM SCHOOL IND ARTS ; 2; Rahkola, W.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; HH-217. 
3831; IND 321 ; 04; ELEM SCHOOL IND ARTS; 2; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; HH-217. 
3832; IND 365; 01; PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY; 3; Eke, A. ; MTWRF; 
1100-1210; HH-213. 
3833; IND 445; 02; DR EDUC INTERNSHfP; VR; Dobey, R.; By Per-
mission Only; Hours Arran. 
3834; IND 450; 01 ; METHODS; 3; MW; 1800-2050; HH-120. 
3835 ; IN D 452; 01; LAB PLNG & SAFETY; 2; Walton, H.; MTWRF; 
0730-0815 ; HH-214. 
3836 ; IND 453 ; 01 ; INDIVIDUALIZED INSTR; 3; Walton , H.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1030; HH-120. 
3837 ; IND 491; 01; DR & TRAFF SAF TCHG; 4; !)obey, R.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; HH-215. 
3850; IND 495 ; 03 ; WORLD COMMUNICATIONS; 4; Kemp, W. ; 
Voelker, F. ; MTWRF; 0915-1550; HH-214; By Permission Only ; 
July 14)5, 
3838; IND 498; 02; INTERNSHIP; VR ; Bergstrom, P.; By Permission 
Only ; Hours Arran. 
3840; IND 553; 01 ; INDIVIDUALIZED INSTR; 3; Walton, H.; 
MTWRF ; 0915-1030; HH-120. 
3851 ; IND 595 ; 03; WORLD COMMUNICATIONS; 4; Kemp, W.; 
Voelker, F. ; By Permission Only ; MTWRF; 0915-1550; HH-214; 
July 14-25. 
3842; IND 598; 02; INTERNSHIP; VR; Bergstrom, P.; By Permission 
Only; Hours Arran. 
3843; IND 601 ; 01; TECHNOLOGY & MAN; 3; Ryan, R.; TR; 1800-
2050; H H-1 20. 
3844 ; IND 604; 01; CURR ISS OF INDUSTRY; 3; Ryan, R.; TR; 
1800-2050; HH-120. 
3845 ; IND 665 ; 01 ; TECH PROB CONSTRUCT; 3; Carter, P. ; MTWRF; 
1100-1210; HH-109. 
TECHNOLOGY (TECH)/ FIRST TERM 
7261 ; TECH 151 ; 01 ; TECH MATH I ; 3; Lafler, L. ; MTWRF; 0915-
1025; HH-225. 
7262; TECH 326; 01 ; QUALITY ASSURANCE; 3; Lafler, L.; MTWRF; 
1100-121 0; HH-225. 
7266; TECH 495 ; 01; PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC; 5; Goke, J .; 
MTWRF; 0800-1400; HH-121 ; June 9-20. 
8134; TECH 495; 52; ELEC ENERGY SYSTEMS; 3; Goke, J.; 
MTWRFS; 0800-1400; Location to be determined June 23-28. 
8132; TECH 495; 51 ; IND MOTOR CONTROLS ; 3; Goke, J.; 
MTWRFS; 0800-1400; Location to be determined June 23-28. 
7269; TECH 495; 05; ELECTRICAL WI RING ; 1; Lafler, L. ; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; T ; 1900-2130; HH-121 ; June 10, 17, 24 & July 1. 
7263; TECH 498; 01 ; INTERNSHIP; 8; Ryan, R. ; By Permission Only; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran. 
7272 ; TECH 595; 01 ; PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC; 5; Goke, J.; 
MTWRF; 0800-1400; HH-121 ; June 9-20. 
8135 ; TECH 595; 52; ELEC ENERGY SYSTEMS; 3; Goke, J.; 
MTWRFS; 0800-1400; Location to be determined June 23-28. 
8133 ; TECH 595; 51; IND MOTOR CONTROLS; 3; Goke, J. ; 
MTWRFS; 0800-1400; Location to be determined June 23-28. 
7280; TECH 695; 01; PHOTOGRAPHIC WKSHOP; 6; Bouril, J .; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0800-1500; HH-120; June 9-
July 3. 
7270; TECH 695; 02; AVIA AERO EDUCATORS; 3; Lease, A. and 
Colomy , J .; MTWRFS; 0800-1500; HH-214; Special Fees $46.50; 
June9 - 14. 
7271 ; TECH 695; 03; BAS GROUND INSTRUCTOR; 3; Lease, A. and 
Colomy, J.; MTWRFS; 0800-1500; HH-214; Special Fees $46.50; 
June16-21 . 
TECHNOLOGY (TECH)/ SECOND. TERM 
7275 ; TECH 260; 01 ; IND MATERIALS & PROC; 3; Torborg, F.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1025 ; HH-120. 
7276; TECH 325 ; 01; INDUSTRIAL SAFETY I; 3; Torborg, F.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1210; HH-120. 
7278; TECH 495 ; 04; OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY; 1; Torborg, F.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; T; 1230-1415; Location Arran.; July 15 -
Aug. 12. 
7277; TECH 498; 02; INTERNSHIP; 8; Ryan, R. ; By Permission Only; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran. 
7279 ; TECH 595 ; 04; OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY ; l ; Torborg, F.; 
T ; 1230-1415; Location Arran. ; July 15 - Aug. 12. 
SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES 
ALLIED HEALTH (AHLT) / FIRST TERM 
7852; AHL T 412; 01 ; CLINICAL ROTATIONS; 12; Gonzalez, N.; By 
Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran. 
ALLIED HEAL TH (AHL T) / SECOND TERM 
7853 ; AHL T 413; 01 ; PRECEPTORSHIP I; 6; Gonzalez, N.; By Per-
mission Only; Hours Arran . 
AMERICAN STUDIES (AMST) / FIRST TERM 
0171 ; AMST 495; 01 ; THE AM ERi CAN CITY ; 2; Simpson, E.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; SH -228; June 19-July 11. 
0172; AMST 595 ; 01; THE AMERICAN CITY; 2; Simpson, E.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; SH-228; June 19-July 11 . 
AMERICAN STUDIES (AMST) / SECOND TERM 
0173 ; AMST 495; 02; THE WESTERN MYSTIQUE; 4; Thompson , N.; 
MTWRF; 0730-1200; SH-228; Jul y 15-25. 
0174 ; AMST 595 ; 02; THE WESTERN MYSITQUE ; 4; Thompson , N; 
MTWRF; 0730-1200; SH-228; July 15-25. 
ANTHROPOLOGY (ANTH) / FIRST TERM 
0201; ANTH 267; 01 ; CULTURAL ANTH RO ; 4; Schwerdtfeger, D.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; SH-329. 
0202; ANTH 490; 01; FIELD M ETHS ANTH RO; 8; Hatcher, E. and 
Schwerdtfeger, D.; MTWRF; 1100-1230; SH-329. 
ANTHROPOLOGY (ANTH) / SECOND TERM 
0203; ANTH 490; 02; FIELD METHS ANTHRO ; 8; Hatcher, E.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; SH-329. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES (BIOL)/ FIRST TERM 
0801; BIOL 101; 01 ; LI FE AND ENVIRONMENT ; 4; Gundersen, R.; 
MT; 1800-2045; MS-122; W; 1800-2000; MS-212. 
0802; BIOL 101; 02; LIFE AND ENVIRONMENT; 4; Gundersen, R.; 
MT; 1800-2045; MS-122; R; 1800-2000; MS-212. 
0803 ; BIOL 201; 01; BIOLOGY I ; 4; Ezell, W.; MWF; 1100-1235; 
MS-107; TR; 1100-1235; MS-16. 
0804; BIOL 303; 01; CELL BIOLOGY; 3; Johnson, V.; MTWRF; 
1245-1400; MS-122. 
0805; BIOL 307; 01; MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY ; 2; Johnson, V.; 
MTWRF; 1800-1950; MS 125. 
0806 ; BIOL 326 ; 01 ; BIOL FOR ELEM TCH RS ; 3; Kramer, D.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1040; MS 376. 
0807 ; BIOL 332; 01 ; GENETICS; 4; Rehwaldt, C. ; MTWF, 0915-
1050; MS 125; R; 0730-0905; MS-245. 
0808; BIOL 332; 02; GENETICS; 4; Rehwaldt, C.; MTWF; 0915-
1050; MS-125; R; 0915-1050; MS 245. 
0809; BIOL 341 ; 01 ; ENTOMOLOGY ; 4; Gundersen, R.; MTWRF; 
1100-1235; MS-203. 
0810; BIOL 344; 01 ; MICROBIOLOGY; 4; Lewi s, S.; MTWRF; 1100-
1600; MS-250; June 26 - July 11. 
0811 ; BIOL 420; 01; SEMINAR; 1; Kramer, D.; TR ; 0800-0850; 
MS-215. 
0813; BIOL 433; 01; AQUA TIC PLANTS; 4; Lindstrom, L.; TRF; 
1245-1420; MS-212; MW; 1245-1600; MS 212. 
0815; BIOL 434; 01 ; FRESHWATER ALGAE; 4; Ezell , W.; MTWRF; 
0730-0905 ; MS-244; Lab Arran . 
0817; BIOL 440; 01 ; MYCOLOGY; 4; Lindstrom , L.; MTWRF; 0900-
1050; MS-203 . 
0819; BIOL 444; 01; BIOLOGY INTERNSHIP; VR; Bruton, C.; By 
Permission Only; Hours Arran. 
0820; BIOL 448; 01; LIMNOLOGY ; 4; Kramer, D.; MTWRF; 1245-
1745; MS-65 ; June 10-25. 
0822; BIOL 464 ; 01; HUMAN ANAT PHYS I; 4; Johnson, V .; MTWRF; 
0900-1045; MS-287. 
0824; BIOL 470; 01; FISHERIES BIOL; 4; Williams, S.; MTWRF; 
1100-1600; MS-65; June 26 · July 11. 
0826; BIOL 489; 01; PALEOBIOLOGY ; 4; Lewis, S.; MTWRF; 1100-
1600; MS-284; June 1 0-25. 
0812; BIOL 520; 01 ; SEMINAR; 1; Kramer , D.; TR; 0800-0850; 
MS-215. 
0814 ; BIOL 533 ; 01 ; AQUATIC PLANTS; 4 ; Lind strom, L ; TRF; 
1245-1420; MS-212; MW; 1245-1600; MS-212. 
0816 ; BIOL 534; 01; FRESHWATER ALGAE; 4; Ezell , W.; MTWRF; 
0730-0905; MS-244; Lab Arran. 
0818; BIOL 540; 01 ; MYCOLOGY; 4; Lindstrom, L. ; MTWRF; 0900-
1050; MS-203 . 
0821; BIOL 548; 01; LIMNO LOGY; 4; Kramer, D.; MTWRF; 1245-
1745; MS-65; June 10-25. 
0823; BIOL 564; 01; HUMAN ANAT PHYS I; 4; Johnson, V.; MTWRF; 
0900-1045; MS-287 . 
0825; BIOL 570; 01; FISHERIES BIOL; 4; Williams, S.; MTWRF; 
1100-1600; MS-65; June 26 - July 11. 
0827; BIOL 589; 01 ; PALEOBIOLOGY; 4; Lewis, S.; MTWRF; 1100-
1600; MS-284; June 10-25. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES (BIOL)/ SECOND TERM 
0828 ; BIOL 104; 01 ; HUMAN BIOLOGY; 4; Mork, D.; MTRF; 0915-
1045; MS-122; W; 0730-0905; MS-287. 
0829; BIOL 104; 02; HUMAN BIOLOGY; 4; Mork, D.; MTRF; 0915-
1045; MS-122; W; 0915-1035 ; MS-287. 
0830; BIOL 202; 01; BIOLOGY II ; 4; Hopkins, H.; MTWRF; 1245-
1435 ; MS-203. 
0831 ; BIOL 203; 01 ; BIOLOGY Ill ; 4; Bruton, C.; MWF; 0750-1045; 
MS-245; TR ; 0915-1045; MS-245. 
0832; BIOL 309; 01 ; HI STOLOGY; 4; McCue, J. ; MTWRF; 0730-
0905; MS-244; Lab Arran. 
0833; BIOL 345; 01 ; LOCAL FLORA; 4; Partch, M.; MW; 1245-1650; 
MS -212; F; 1245-1420; MS-212. 
0837; BIOL 349 ; 01 ; RESOURCE MANAGEMENT; 4; Peck, J. ; 
MTWRF; 1245-1435; MS-284. 
0839; BIOL 350; 01 ; SOILS; 4; Clapp, T. ; MTWRF; 1100-1235; 
MS-206; Lab Arran. 
0834; BIOL 436; 01; PLANT PHYSIOLOGY; 4; Clapp, T.; MTWRF; 
0730-0905 ; MS-206; Lab Arran . 
0836; BIOL 441 ; 01 ; PLANT ECOLOGY; 4 ; Partch , M.; TR; 1245-
1650; MS-212; F; 1430-1605; MS-212. 
0840; BIOL 444 ; 02; BIOLOGY INTERNSHIP; VR ; Bruton, C.; By 
Permission Only; Hours Arran. 
0841; BIOL 446 ; 01; IMMUNOLOGY; 3; McCue, J .; MTWRF; 1245-
1515; MS-244; July 15-30. 
0843; BIOL 447; 01; IMMUNOL METHODS; 2; McCue, J.; MTWRF; 
1245-1515 ; MS-244; July 31 -Aug. 15. 
0846; BIOL 462; 01 ; MEDICAL ENTOMOLOGY ; 4; Peck, J. ; MTWRF; 
0915-1050; MS-284; Lab Arran . 
084 7; BIOL 465 ; 01 ; HUMAN ANA T PHYS II ; 4; Mork, D.; MTWRF; 
1245-1430; MS-287 . 
0849; BIOL 475; 01 ; ENVIRONMENTAL BIOL ; 4; Hopkins, H.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; MS-125. 
0835; BIOL 536; 01 ; PLANT PHYS IOLOGY; 4 ; Clapp, T.; MTWRF; 
0730-0905 ; MS-206; Lab Arran . 
0838; BIOL 541 ; 01 ; PLANT ECOLOGY ; 4; Partch , M.; TR; 1245-
1650; MS-212; F; 1430-1605; MS-212. 
0842; BIOL 546; 01; IMMUNOLOGY; 3; McCue, J.; MTWRF; 1245-
1515; MS-244; July 15-30. 
0844; BIOL 547; 01; IMMUNOL METHODS; 2; McCue, J. ; MTWRF; 
1245-1515; MS-244; Jul y 31 · Aug. 15. 
0845; BIOL 562; 01; MEDICAL ENTOMOLOGY; 4; Peck, J.; MTWRF; 
0915-1050; MS-284; Lab Arran. 
0848 ; BIOL 565 ; 01; HUMAN ANAT PHYS 11 ; 4; Mork, D.; MTWRF; 
1245-1430; MS-287. 
0850; BIOL 575; 01; ENVIRONMENT AL BIOL; 4; Hopkins, H.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045 ; MS-125. 
CHEMISTRY (CHEM) / FIRST TERM 
1201 ; CHEM 102; 01; FOODS , FUELS & FABRICS; 4 ; Laakso, J. & 
McMullen, J .; MTWRF; 0730-0900; MS-125. 
1202; CHEM 102; 02; BASICS OF CHEMISTRY; 4; McMullen, J.; 
MWF; 0910-1050; MS-116; TR; 0905-1055; BH-347 . 
1205 ; CHEM 211 ; 01; GENERAL CHEMISTRY I ; 4; Sorensen, D. ; 
MWF ; 1100-1240; MS-125; TR; 1100-1250; BH-348. 
1208; CHEM 251; 01 ; BIO-ORGANIC CHEM I ; 4 ; Laakso, J .; MWF; 
0915-1055 ; MS-122; TR; 0915-1205; MS-382. 
1211; CHEM 327 ; 01; PHYS SCI FOR EL TCHS; 3; Magnus, D.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; BH-305. 
1214; CHEM 409; 01; ADVANCED INORGANIC I; 4; Dendinger, R.; 
MWF ; 0910-1050; MS-107; TR ; 0905-1055; MS-337. 
1217; CHEM 412; 01 ; RADIOCHEMISTRY; 2; Carpenter, J.; MTWRF; 
11 00-1140; MS-1 22. 
1219; CHEM 413; 01 ; RADIOCHEMISTRY LAB; 2; Carpenter, J.; 
MTWRF; 11 45-13 15; MS-6. 
1224; CHEM 509; 01; ADVANCED INORGANIC I ; 4; Dendinger, R.; 
MWF; 0910-1050; MS-107; TR; 0905-1055; MS-337. 
1227; CHEM 512; 01; RADIOCHEMISTRY; 2; Carpenter, J.; MTWRF; 
11 00-1140; MS-1 22. 
1229; CHEM 513; 01 ; RADIOCHEMISTRY LAB; 2; Carpenter, J. ; 
MTWRF; 1145-1315; MS-6. ' 
CHEMISTRY (CHEM)/ SECOND TERM 
1250; CHEM 102; 03; CH EM AND ENVIRONMENT ; 4; Erickson, J .; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; MS-125. 
1255; CHEM 212; 01 ; GENERAL CHEMISTRY 2; 4; Erickson, J. & 
Nickles, W.; MWF; 0730-091 O; MS-125; TR; 0720-091 O; BH-345. 
1260; CH EM 252; 01; BIO-ORGANIC CHEM 2; 4; Nickles, W. ; MWF; 
0915-1055; MS-107; TR; 0915-1205 ; MS-382. 
1265; CHEM 327; 02; PHYS SCI FOR EL TCHS; 3; Kennedy, K.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; BH-305. 25 
26 
1270; CHEM 495; 01; TCH SCI WITH ROCKETS; 3; Kennedy, K. & 
Magnus, D.; MTWRF; 0915-1430; MS-376; July 14-25. 
1280; CH EM 595; 01; TCH SCI WITH ROCKETS; 3; Kennedy, K. & 
Magnus, D.; MTWRF; 0915-1430; MS-376; July 14-25. 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES (CJS) / FIRST TERM 
7880; CJS 101; 01; SUR OF CRIM JUSTICE; 4 ; Becker, R.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; SH-133. 
7881; C)S 320; 01; CRITICAL ISS IN LE; 4; Prout, R.; MTWRF; 
0900-1030; SH-133. 
ECONOMICS (ECON)/ FIRST TERM 
1521; ECON 259; 01; INTRODUCTION TO ECON; 4; Lofgreen, H.; 
MTWRF ; 0915-1045; SH-211. 
1522; ECON 273 ; 01; PRINCIPLES OF ECON 1; 4; Masih , N.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; SH-211. 
1523; ECON 274; 01; PRINCIPLES OF ECON 2; 4 ; Bruhn, M.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; SH-201. 
1524; ECON 281; 01; ECON OF CRIME & J USTIC; 4; Luksetich , W.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; SH-209. 
1525; ECON 471 ; 01; MONEY & BANKING; 4; Bruhn, M.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; SH-201. 
1527; ECON 481; 01; SEMINAR; 4; Lofgreen, H.; By Permission Only; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1100-1230; BB-315. 
1529; ECON 483; 01; CONTEMP ECON PROBLEM; 4; Luksetich, W.; 
By Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0915-
1045; BB-315. 
8122; ECON 495; 52; ECONOMIC EDUCATION; 4; Nappi, A :; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0900-1600; Washington Ele-
mentary School, Alexandria, June 9 - July 11. 
1526; ECON 571; 01; MONEY & BANKING; 4; Bruhn, M.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; SH-201 . 
1528; ECON 581; 01; SEMINAR; 4; Lofgreen, H.; By Permission 
Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1100-1230; BB-315. 
1530; ECON 583; 01; CONTEMP ECON PROBLEM; 4; Luksetich, W.; 
By Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0915-
1045; BB-315. 
8123; ECON 595; 52; ECONOMIC EDUCATION; 4; Nappi, A .; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0900-1600; Washington Elementary 
School, Alexandria, June 9 - July 11. 
ECONOMICS (ECON)/ SECOND TERM 
1531; ECON 259; 02; INTRODUCTION TO ECON; 4; Wesley, C. ; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; SH-201. 
1532; ECON 273; 02; PRINCIPLES OF ECON 1; 4; Wesley, C.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; SH-201. 
1533; ECON 274; 02; PRINCIPLES OF ECON 2; 4; Masih, N.; 
MTWRF ; 0915-1045; SH-211. 
1534; ECON 471; 02; MONEY & BAN KING; 4; Gleisner, R. ; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; SH-209. 
1536; ECON 4 75; 01; NATL INC EMPLOYMENT; 4; Gleisner, R.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; SH-209. 
8115; ECON 495; 51; ECONOMIC EDUCATION; 3; Nappi, A.; By 
Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0900-1600; 
Washington Elementary School, Alexandria; July 14-30. 
1535; ECON 571; 02; MONEY & BANKING; 4; Gleisner, R.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; SH-209. 
1537; ECON 575; 01; NATL INC EMPLOYMENT; 4; Gleisner, R.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; SH-209. ' 
8116 ; ECON 595; 51; ECONOMIC EDUCATION; 3; Nappi, A.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0900-1600; Washington Ele-
mentary School, Alexandria, July 14-30. 
ENGLISH (ENGL)/ FIRST TERM 
2303; ENGL 124; 01; MODERN SHORT STORIES; 4; Gottshall, J.; 
MW; 1800-2130; MS-102. 
2301; ENGL 162; 01; WRITTEN COMPOSITION; 4; Meinz, R.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; MS-110. 
2302; ENGL 163; 01; COMP MASS MEDIA; 4; Meinz, R. ; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; MS-11 0. 
2304; ENGL 221; 01; INTRO TO POETRY; 3; Cairns, P.; MTWRF; 
0915-1025; PA-222. 
2305; ENGL 232; 01; INTRO TO LINGUISTICS; 4; Tosh, W.; 
MTWRF; 1245-1415; MS-110. 
2306; ENGL 331; 01; ADVANCED EXPOS WRIT; 3; Lundquist, J.; 
MTWRF; 1100-121 0; MS-110. 
2307; ENGL 370; 01; MEDIEVAL ENGLISH LIT - ARTHURIAN 
LEGEND; 3; Melton, J.; MTWRF; 1100-1210; MS-102. 
2308; ENGL 396; 01; 20C BRITISH FICTION; 3; Gottshall, J .; 
MTWRF; 0730-0840; MS-102. 
2309; ENGL 421; 01; LIT THEORY & CRITIC ; 3; Cairns, P.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0840; PA-222. 
2311; ENGL 439; 01; LINGUISTICS - TCHG LIT; 4; Tosh, W.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; MS-101. 
2313 ; ENGL 448; 01; SEMINAR LIT FORMS - SCIENCE FICTION ; 
4; Melton, J .; MTWRF; 0915-1045 ; MS-102. 
2315; ENGL 495; 01; CREAT WRIT POET FICT; 3; Meissner, W.; 
Grading Options, Su-Req.; Special Fees $5.00; MTWRF; 1230-
1605; MS-114; June 10-23. 
2317t; ENGL 495; 02; PLANNING ENGL ELEC; 2; Otto , D.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1230-1715; R-2; June 23-27. 
2342t; ENGL 495; 05; PLANNING ENGL ELEC; 2; Otto, D.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1230-1715 ; R-2; June 30 - July 3. 
2340t; ENGL 495; 03; WRIT UPPER MIDWEST; 1; Lundquist, J.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1230-1455; MS-11 O; June 9-13. 
2344t; ENGL 495; 06; WRIT UPPER MIDWEST; 1; Lundquist, J.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1230-1455; MS-110; 
June 16-20. 
2346t; ENGL 495; 07; WRIT UPPER MIDWEST; 1; Lundquist, J.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1230-1455; MS-11 O; 
June 23-27 . 
2348t; ENGL 495; 08; WRIT UPPER MIDWEST; 1; Lundquist, J.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req. ; MTWRF; 1230-1455; MS-11 0; June 30 -
July 3. 
231 0; ENGL 521; 01; LIT THEORY & CRITIC; 3; Cairns, P. ; MTWRF; 
0730-0845; PA-222. 
2312; ENGL 539; 01; LINGUISTICS - TCHG LIT; 4; Tosh, W. ; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; MS-101. 
2314; ENGL 548; 01; SEMINAR LIT FORMS - SCIENCE FICTION; 
4; Melton, J.; MTWRF; 0915-1045; MS-102. 
2316; ENGL 595; 01; CR EAT WRIT POET FICT; 3; Meissner, W.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $5.00; MTWRF; 1230-
1605; MS-114; June 10-23. 
2339t; ENGL 595; 02; PLANNING ENGL ELEC; 2; Otto, D.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1230-1715; R-2 ; June 23-27. 
2343t ; ENGL 595; 05 ; PLANNING ENGL ELEC; 2; Otto, D. ; Grading 
Options;Su-Req .; MTWRF; 1230-1715 ; R-2; June 30- July 3. 
2341t; ENGL 595; 03; WRIT UPPER MIDWEST; 1; Lundquist, J.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1230-1455; MS-110; June 9-13. 
2345t; ENGL 595; 06; WRIT UPPER MIDWEST; 1; Lundquist, J.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1230-1455; MS-110; 
June 16-20. 
2347t; ENGL 595; 07; WRIT UPPER MIDWEST; 1; Lundquist, J.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1230-1455; MS-11 0; 
June 23-27. 
2349t; ENGL 595; 08; WRIT UPPER MIDWEST; 1; Lundquist, J.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; June 30 - July 3. 
t Each workshop section is unique, thereby, allowing the student to 
select any week or weeks desired. I.E ., a request for 2344 and 2346 
would result in an enrollment of 2 credits (ENGL 495, Section 6 and 
7) for June 16-27. 
ENGLISH (ENGL)/ SECOND TERM 
2318; ENGL 124; 02; ARTS CLASSIC & ROMANTI; 4 ; Lawson, J. ; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; MS-114. 
2319; ENGL 162; 02; WRITTEN COMPOSITION; 4; Anderson, J.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; PA-227 . 
2320; ENGL 163; 02; COMP MASS MEDIA; 4; McCalib, P.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; R-2. 
2321; ENGL 286; 01; ROMANTICS I ; 4; Van Pelt, L.; MTWRF; 
1245-1415; MS-102. 
2322; ENGL 292; 01; BIBLE AS LITERATURE; 4; Leja, A. ; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; MS-102. 
2333; ENGL 343; 01; SHAKESPEARE 1; 4; Anderson, J.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; PA-227. 
2334; ENGL 353; 01; LIT FOR ADOLESCENTS; 3; McCalib, P.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1210; R-2. 
2335; ENGL 447; 01; CONFESSIONAL POETS; 4; Thompson, R.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; PA-222. 
2342; ENGL 448; 02; MASTERPIECES MOLIERE TO KAFKA; 4; 
Leja, A .; MTWRF; 1100-1230; MS-102. 
2337t; ENGL 495; 04; ARTS CLASSIC & ROMANTI ; 2; Lawson, J.; 
MTWRF; 1245-1510; MS-114; July 14-25. 
2350f; ENGL 495; 09; ARTS CLASSIC & ROMANTI; 2; Lawson, J.; 
MTWRF; 1245-1510; MS-114; July 28 · Aug. 8. 
2336; ENGL 548; 02; MASTERPIECES MOLIERE TO KAFKA; 4; Le 
Leja, A.; MTWRF; 1100-1230; MS-102. 
2338f; ENGL 595; 04; ARTS CLASSIC & ROMANTI; 2; Lawson, J.; 
MTWRF; 1245-1510; MS-114; July 14-25. 
2351f; ENGL 595; 09; ARTS CLASSIC & ROMANTI; 2; Lawson, J.; 
MTWRF; 1245-1510; MS-114; July 28-Aug. 8. 
t Each workshop section is unique, thereby, allowing the student to 
select any week or weeks desired. I.E. a request for 2337 and 2350 
would result in an enrollment of 4 credits (ENGL. 495, Sections 4 
and 9) for July 14-Aug. 8. 
EARTH SCIENCE (ESCI) / FIRST TERM 
2601; ESCI 206; 01; CONCEPTS OF ESCI; 4 ; Anderson, G. & 
Anderson, A.; MTWRF; 0915-1045; MS-124. 
2602; ESCI 206; 02; CONCEPTS OF ESCI; 4 ; Anderson, G. & 
Anderson, A.; TR; 1800-2130; MS 124. 
2604; ESCI 495; 01; WEATHER WORKSHOP; 4; Anderson, A.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 0930-1530; MS-22; June 9-20. 
2606; ESCI 495; O;l; FIELD GEOL WORKSHOP; 4; Anderson, G.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Speical Fees $150.00; By Permission 
Only; MTWRFS; 0800-1800; MS-22; June 23 · July 5. 
2605; ESCI 595; 01; WEATHER WORKSHOP ; 4; Anderson, A.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF ; 0930-1530; MS-22; June 9-20. 
2607; ESCI 595; 02; FIELD GEOL WORKSHOP; 4; Anderson, G.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $150.00; By Permission 
Only; MTWRFS; 0800-1800; MS-22; June 23. July 5. 
EARTH SCIENCE (ESCI) / SECOND TERM 
2608; ESCI 495; 03; ESCI WORKSHOP EL TEA; 4; Watkins, I.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $8.00; MTWR; 0800-1000; 
MS-22; 1350-1600; MS-22; F; Field Trip Day; July 14-25. 
2609; ESCI 595; 03; ESCI WORKSHOP EL TEA; 4; Watkins, I.; 
Grading Options; Su-Req.; Special Fees $8.00; MTWR; 0800-1000; 
MS-22; 1350-1600; MS-22; F; Field Trip Day; July 14-25. 
GEOGRAPHY (GEOG)/ FIRST TERM 
2801; GEOG 171; 01; REGIONAL HUMAN GEOG; 4; Coppock, H.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; SH-305. 
2820; GEOG 230; 01; DIR ST-FOOD AND PEOP; 1; Erickson, G.; 
By Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req. Hours Arran. 
2854; GEOG 376; 01; GEOG OF MINNESOTA; 3; Erickson, G.; 
MW; 1800-2045; SH-315. 
2876; GEOG 405; 01; CARTOGRAPHY; 4; Coppock, H.; MTWRF; 
1100-1245; SH-312. 
2879; GEOG 406; 01; ADVANCED CARTOGRAPHY; 4; Coppock, H.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1245; SH-312. 
2902; GEOG 505; 01; CARTOGRAPHY; 4; Coppock, H.; MTWRF; 
1100-1245; SH-312. 
2903; GEOG 506; 01; ADVANCED CARTOGRAPHY; 4; Coppock, H.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1245; SH-312. 
GEOGRAPHY(GEOG)/SECONDTERM 
2830; GEOG 273; 01; PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY; 4; Wixon, L.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; SH-305. 
2888; GEOG 472; 01; GEOMORPHOLOGY; 4; Wixon, L.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; SH-305; July 28-Aug. 8. 
2900; GEOG 492; 01; WATER RESOURCES; 4; Tideman, P.; 
MTWRF; 1300-1630; SH-315. 
2906; GEOG 572; 01; GEOMORPHOLOGY; 4; Wixon , L.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; SH-305. 
2915; GEOG 592; 01; WATER RESOURCES; 4; Tideman, P.; MTWRF; 
1300-1630; SH-315; July 28 · Aug. 8. 
2919; GEOG 630; 01; SEMINAR-MINN FLD STU; 4; Tideman, P.; By 
Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran.; 
July 15-25. 
GERMAN (GER)/ SECOND TERM 
3048; GER 495; 01; 4-MAL DEUTSCH ; 3; Bloomer, B. & Kiese, J .; 
MTWRF; 0730-1130; BH-104; July 14-25. 
3049; GER 595; 01; 4-MAL DEUTSCH; 3; Bloomer, B. & Kiese, J.; 
MTWRF; 0730-1130; BH-104; July 14-25. 
HISTORY (HIST)/ Fl RST TERM 
3101; HIST 141; 01; US SINCE 1865; 4; Gambill, E.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; SH-225. 
3102; HIST 200; 01; ANCIENT & MED CIV; 4; Samarrai, A.; MW; 
1800-2130; MS-114. 
3104; HIST 356; 01; HIST OF WOMEN; 4; Medler, M.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; MS-107. 
3105; HIST 371; 01; AFRICA SINCE 1500; 4; Liszka, S.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; PA-227. 
3107; HIST 480; 01; SEMINAR AMER HIST; 3; Gambill, E.; MTWRF; 
1100-121 O; SH-221. 
3109; HIST 580; 01; SEMINAR AMER HIST; 3; Gambill, E.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1210; SH-221. 
311 O; HIST 635; 01; READINGS EURO HIST; 3; Staff; Hours Arran. 
3113; HIST 651; 01; READINGS AMER HIST 1; 3; Staff; Hours Arran. 
HISTORY (HIST)/ SECOND TERM 
3103; HIST 337; 01; GR BRIT SINCE 1689; 4; Vaughter, P.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; MS-107. 
3106; HIST 473 ; 01; AMER HISTORIOGRAPHY; 3; Overy, D.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1025; SH-225A. 
3108; HIST 573; 01; AMER HISTORIOGRAPHY; 3; Overy, D.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1025; SH-225A. 
3111; HIST 635; 02; READINGS EURO HIST; 3; Staff; Hours Arran. 
3112; HIST 644; 01; SEM US THE COLD WAR; 3; Peterson, D.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0840; SH-225A. 
3114; HIST 652; 01; READINGS AMER HIST 2; 3; Staff; Hours Arran. 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS (COMM)/ FIRST TERM 
1401; COMM 309; 01; PRACTICE IN RADIO; VR; DeSanto, R.; By 
Permission Only; Hours Arran. 
1402; COMM 309; 02; PRACTICE IN TV; VR; Desanto, R.; By 
Permission Only; Hours Arran. 
1403; COMM 409; 01; ADV PRAC IN RADIO; VR; DeSanto, R.; By 
Permission Only; Hours Arran. 
1404; COMM 409; 02; ADV PRAC IN TV; VR; Desanto, R.; By 
Permission Only; Hours Arran. 
1457; COMM 444; 01; MASS COMM INTERNSHIP; VR; By Permission 
Only ; Hours Arran. 
1405; COMM 495; 01; THRY OPR MSS MED EQP; 1; DeSanto, R. & 
Bryce, E.; By Permission Only; MTWRF; 1000-1500; PA-101; 
June9-13. 
1468; COMM 495; 05; TH RY OPR MSS MED EQP; 2; Desanto, R. & 
Bryce, E.; By Permission Only; MTWRF; 1000-1500; PA-101; 
June9-13. 
1453; COMM 495; 02; NW TLS AND IDS IN MM; 4; Desanto, R. & 
Bryce, E.; Special Fees $24.00; MTWRF; 0900-1500; PA-101; 
June 16-27. 
1408; COMM 495; 04; NW TLS AND IDS IN MM; 8; DeSanto, R. & 
Bryce, E.; Special Fees $48.00; MTWRF; 0900-1500; PA-101; June 
16-July 11. 
1452; COMM 595; 01 ; THRY OPR MSS MED EQP; 1; DeSanto, R. & 
Bryce, E.; By Permission Only; MTWRF; 1000-1500; PA-101; 
June9-13. 
1469; COMM 595; 05; TH RY OPR MSS MED EQP; 2; DeSanto, R. & 
Bryce, E.; By Permission Only; MTWRF; 1000-1500; PA-101; 
June 9-13. 
1456; COMM 595; 02; NW TLS AND IDS IN MM; 4; DeSanto, R. & 
Bryce, E.; Special Fees $24.00; MTWRF; 0900-1500; PA-101; 
June 16-27. 
1409; COMM 595; 04; NW TLS AND IDS IN MM; 8; DeSanto, R.; 
Special Fees $48.00; MTWRF; 0900-1500; PA-101; June 16 • 
July 11. 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS (COMM)/ SECOND TERM 
1461; COMM 220; 01; INTRO TO MASS COMM; 4; MTWRF; 
0915-1045 ; PA-101. 
1458; COMM 309; 03; PRACTICE IN RADIO; VR; DeSanto, R.; By 
Permission Only; Hours Arran. 
1466; COMM 333; 01; ANNOUNCING; 4; Bryce, E. ; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; PA-222. 
1459; COMM 409; 03; ADV PRAC IN RADIO; VR; DeSanto, R.; By 
Permission Only; Hours Arran. 
1410; COMM 433; 01; ADVANCED ANNOUNCING; 4; Bryce, E.; 
MTWRF; 1000-1130; PA-222. 
1467; COMM 444; 02; MASS COMM INTERNSHIP; VR; By Permission 
Only; Hours Arran . 27 
28 
1464; COMM 487; 01; PUBLIC RELATIONS; 3; MTWRF; 0915-
1025; PA-271. 
1406; COMM 495; 03; WORLD OF COMMUN; 4; Voelker, F. & 
Kemp, W. ; By Permission Only; MTWRF; 0915-1550; HH-214; 
July 14-25. 
1465; COMM 587; 01; PUBLIC RELATIONS; 4; MTWRF; 0915-1025; 
PA-271. 
1407; COMM 595; 03; WORLD OF COMMUN ; 4; Voelker, F. & 
Kemp, W. ; By Permission Only ; MTWRF ; 0915-1550; H H-214; 
July 14-25. 
MATHEMATICS (MATH)/ FIRST TERM 
4001 ; MATH 121 ; 01; CUL TUR AL MATHEMATICS; 4; Lahren, D.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; MS-115. 
4002; MATH 131; 01; COLLEGE ALGEBRA; 4; Carlson, K.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045 ; MS-114. 
4003 ; MATH 250; 01; FOUNDATIONS OF ARITH; 4; Leitch, V .; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; MS-115 . 
4004; MATH 415 ; 01; NUMBER THEORY; 4; Lahren, D.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; MS-115. 
4005; MATH 515; 01; NUMBER THEORY; 3; Lahren, D.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; MS-115. 
4006; MATH 611; 01; TEACH MATH IN SEC SC; 3; Leitch, V.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; MS-114. 
4007; MATH 636; 01; COMPLEX ANALYSIS I; 3; Carlson, K.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; MS-114. 
4008; MATH 695; 01; ELEM MATH ACTIVITIES ; 6; Johnscln, L. & 
Dull, A. ; By Permission Only; Grading Options; Su-Req. ; MTWRF; 
0800-1430; MS-170; June 16 - July 3. 
4009; MATH 695; 02; ITS IN ELEM SCHOOL; 3; Dull, A. & 
Johnson, M.; By Permission Only ; MTWRF; 0900-1530; MS-119; 
June 9-13; One Saturday meeting, Fall 1975, for follow-up. 
4010; MATH 695; 03; ITS IN SEC SCHOOL; 3; Epstein, H. & 
Johnson, M.; By Permission Only ; MTWRF; 0900-1530; MS-119; 
June 16-20; One Saturday meeting, Fall 1975, for follow-up. 
4011 ; MATH 695; 04; BASIC PROGRAMMING ; 3; Epstein, H. & 
Johnson, M.; By Permission Only ; MTWRF; 0900-1530; MS-119; 
June 23-27 ; One Saturday meeting, Fall 1975, for follow-up. 
4012; MATH 695 ; 05 ; COMPUTER SCI WKSHP; 6; Johnson, R. & 
Epstein, H.; By Permission Only; MTWRF; 0900-1530; MS-119; 
June 30- July 12; Two Saturday meetings, Fall 1975, for follow-up . 
MATHEMATICS (MATH)/ SECOND TERM 
4013; MATH 231 ; 01; CALCULUS ; 4; Bahauddin, M.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; MS-114. 
4014; MATH 250; 02; FOUNDATIONS OF ARITH; 4; Johnson, L. ; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; MS-115. 
4015; MATH 440; 01; HISTORY OF MATH ; 4; Brink, A.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; MS-115. 
4016; MATH 540; 01; HISTORY OF MATH; 3; Brink, A.; MTWRF ; 
0915-1045; MS-115. 
4017 ; MATH 637; 01; COMPLEX ANALYSIS II; 3; Bahauddin, M. ; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; MS-114 . 
4018 ; MA TH 695; 06; UICSM WKSHP; 3; Brink, A.; By Permission 
Only ; Grading Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1200-1540; MS-115; 
July 21 - Aug. 1. 
4019; MATH 695; 07 ; ITS IN ELEM SCHOOL; 3; Dull, A. & 
Stennes, F.; By permission Only; MTWRF; 0900-1530; MS-110; 
July 14 - July 18; One Saturday meeting, Fall 1975, for follow-up. 
4020; MATH 695; 08; COMPUTER IN PHY EDUC ; 3; Johnson, J.; By 
Permission Only ; MTWRF; 0900-1530; MS-119; July 14-18; One 
Saturday meeting, Fall 197 5, for follow-up. 
4021; MATH 695; 09; ITS IN SEC SCHOOL; 3; Johnson, J. & 
Stennes, F.; By Permission Only; MTWRF; 0900-1530; MS-119; 
July 21-25 ; One Saturday meeting, Fall 1975, for follow-up. 
4022 ; MATH 695; 10; ITS FOR MATH TEACHER; 3; Johnson, R.; By 
Permission Only; MTWRF; 0900-1530; MS-119; July 28 - Aug. 1; 
One Saturday meeting, Fall 1975, for follow-up. 
4023; MATH 695; 11; ADV BASIC PROG; 3; Johnson , J. & 
Johnson, R.; By Permission Only; MTWRF; 0900-1530; MS-119; 
Aug. 4-8; One Saturday meeting, Fall 197 5, for follow-up . 
4024; MATH 695; 12; WKSHP IN MODELING ; 3; Johnson, J.; By 
Permission Only ; MTWRF; 0900-1530; MS-119; Aug. 11-15; One 
Saturday meeting, Fall 1975, for follow-up. 
PHILOSOPHY (PHIL)/ FIRST TERM 
5351; PHIL 110; 01; INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY; 4; White , J.; MW; 
1800-2130; BH-101. 
5361; PHIL 120; 01; INTRO TO LOGIC; 4 ; Yoos, G.; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; BH-101. 
5371; PHIL 122; 01; INTRO TO ETHICS; 4; Bahde, J.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; BH-101. 
PHILOSOPHY (PHIL)/ SECOND TERM 
5352; PHIL 110; 02; INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY; 4; Corliss, R.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; BH-101 . 
5372; PHIL 122; 02; INTRO TO ETHICS; 4; Kohlenberg, P.; MW; 
1800-2130; BH-101 . 
PHYSICS (PHYS)/ FIRST TERM 
5501 ; PHYS 106; 01; PLANETARIUM ASTRON; 4; Ellis, B.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; MS-24. 
5502; PHYS 201; 01; MECHANICS AND HEAT; 4; Garrity, M.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; MS-124; M; 1245-1415; MS-305. 
5503; PHYS 232; 01; ELECTRICITY AND MAGN; 4; Youngner, P.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; MS-124; M; 1245-1415; MS-302. 
5504; PHYS 328; 01; ATOMIC PHYSICS; 4; Eckroth , C.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045 ; MS-103. 
5510; PHYS 333; 01; OPTICS; 4; Eckroth, C.; Hours Arran. 
5505; PHYS 618; 01; ATOMIC PHYS SCI TEAC; 4; Eckroth, C.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; MS-103. 
PHYSICS (PHYS)/ SECOND TERM 
5506; PHYS 106; 02; PLANET ARI UM AST RON; 4 ; Jerde, D.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045 ; MS-24. 
5507 ; PHYS 202; 01 ; ELECTRICITY AND MAGN; 4 ; Trummel, D.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; MS-124 ; M; 1245-1415; MS-302. 
5508 ; PHYS 329; 01 ; NUCLEAR PHYSICS; 4; Pou, W.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; MS-103. 
5509; PHYS 619; 01; NUCLEAR PHY SCI TEAC ; 4; Pou, W.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; MS-103. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE (POL)/ FIRST TERM 
5701; POL 211; 01; AMERICAN GOVERNMENT; 4; Kilkelly , J.; 
MTWRF; 0730-091 O; BH -309. 
5706; POL 251; 01 ; WORLD POLITICS; 4 ; Kairouz, A.; MW; 1800-
2130; MS-107 . . 
5727 ; POL 315; 01; US FOREIGN POLICY; 4; Kairouz, A. ; MTWRF; 
0915-1055 ; BH-309. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE (POL)/ SECOND TERM 
571 O; POL 201 ; 01; COMP POLITICAL SYSTS; 4; Jones, E.; MTWRF; 
0915-1055; BH-309. 
5708 ; POL 312; 01; STATE LOCAL GOVT; 4; Williamson, H.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0910; BH -309. 
5721 ; POL 411; 01; EXECUTIVE PROCESS; 4; Carlson, D.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1240; BH-309. 
5722 ; POL 511 ; 02; EXECUTIVE PROCESS; 4; Carlson, D.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1240; BH-309. 
SOCIOLOGY (SOC)/ FIRST TERM 
6351 ; SOC 260; 01 ; PRINCIPLES; 4 ; Davis, L.; MTWRF; 0915-1045; 
SH-336. 
6352; SOC 347 ; 01 ; PRS OF POPULATION ; 3; Davis, L. ; MTWRF; 
1100-121 O; SH-325. 
6353; SOC 350; 01 ; SOC OF AGE & AGING ; 4; Havir, L.; MW; 
1800-2130; MS-114. 
6354; SOC 375; 01; MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY; 4; Havir, L.; TR; 
1800-2130; MS-114. 
6355 ; SOC 465 ; 01 ; SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY ; 4; DelZoppo, C.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; SH-336. 
6356; SOC 476; 01 ; AM SOC INSTITUTIONS; 4; DelZoppo, C.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; SH -325. 
6357; SOC 565 ; 01; SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY; 4; DelZoppo, C.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; SH-336. 
6358 ; SOC 576; 01 ; AM SOC INSTITUTIONS; 4; DelZoppo, C.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; SH-325. 
SOCIOLOGY (SOC)/ SECOND TERM 
6359; SOC 260; 02; PRINCIPLES; 4; Goodrich, H.; MTWRF; 1100-
1230; SH-336. 
6360; SOC 273; 01; MEN & WOMEN IN US; 4; Paschall, B.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; SH -325. 
6361 ; SOC 278; 01 ; SOCIAL STATISTICS I; 4; Baer, R.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; SH-323. 
6362; SOC 366; 01; JUVENILE DELINQUENCY; 4; Brunckhorst, L.; 
MTW RF; 0730-0900; SH-336. 
6363 ; SOC 367; 01; CRIMINOLOGY; 4; Brunckhorst, L. ; MTWRF; 
0915-1045 ; SH-3 36. 
6364 ; SOC 369; 01 ; COURTSHIP & MARRIAGW; 4; Paschall, B. ; TR; 
1800-2130; MS-114. 
6365; SOC 379; 01 ; RESEARCH METHODS; 4; Baer, R. ; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; SH -325. 
6366; SOC 470; 01; MINORITY G RP CUL TU RE; 4; Goodrich, H.; 
MW; 1800-2130; MS-114. 
6367; SOC 570; 01 ; MINORITY GRP CULTURE; 4; Goodr ich, H.; 
MW; 1800-2130; MS-114. 
SPEECH (SPC) / Fl RST TERM 
6701; SPC 161; 01 ; INTRO TO SPEECH COMM; 4; Vick, C.; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; PA-221 . 
6702; SPC 161; 02; INTRO TO SPEECH COMM; 4; Grachek, A.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; PA-221. 
6704; SPC 220; 01; PUBLIC SPEAKING; 4; Grachek, A.; MTWRF; 
091 5-1045; PA-221. 
6705; SPC 350; 01; LAB SM GP PROCESS; 4; Vick, C.; Grading 
Options; Su-Req.; MTWRF; 1100-1230; PA-223. 
6706; SPC 440; 01; ADV PUBLIC SPEAKING; 4; Grachek, A.; 
MTWRF; 091 5-1045; PA-221. 
6707; SPC 495 ; 01; READERS THEATRE PROD; 4; Park, L.; Special 
Fees $10.00; MTWRF; 0930-1500; PA-165; June 10-20. 
6709; SPC 540; 01; ADV PUBLIC SPEAKING ; 4; Grachek, A.; 
MTWRF ; 091 5-1045; PA-221. 
6710; SPC 595 ; 01; READE RS THEATR E PROD; 4; Park, L.; Special 
Fees $10.00; MTWRF; 0930-1500; PA 165; June 10-20. 
SPEECH (SPC) / SECOND TERM 
6720; SPC 161 ; 03; INTRO TO SPEECH COMM; 4; Hannah, M.; 
MTWRF; 0730-0900; PA-221 . 
6721; SPC 161; 04; INTRO TO SPEECH COMM ; 4 ; Adams, M.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; PA-221. 
6723; SPC 331; 01; ORAL INTERPRETATION; 4; Adams, M.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; PA-221. 
6724; SPC 43 8; 01; VOICES OF FEMINISM; 4; Hannah, M.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; PA-219. 
6725 ; SPC 538; 01; VOICES OF FEMINISM; 4; Hannah, M.; MTWR F; 
0915-104 5; PA-21 9. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE {SSCI) / FIRST TERM 
6901 ; SSCI 104 ; 01; GENERAL SOCIAL SCI; 4; Wolfer, A .; MTWRF; 
0915 -1 045; SH-215 . 
6941 ; SSCI 320; 01; ELEMENTS OF SOC SCI; 3; Wolfer, A .; MTWRF ; 
0730-0840; SH-204. 
6951; SSCI 401 ; 01; CONCEPTS IN SOC SCI; 4; Nunn, W. ; MTWRF; 
0730-0900; SH-210. 
6952; SSCI 401 ; 02; CONCEPTS IN SOC SCI; 4; Lieberman, H.; 
MTWR F; 0915-1045; SH-210. 
6953 ; SSCI 401 ; 03; CONCEPTS IN SOC SC I; 4; Rouff, W.; MTWRF; 
1100-1230; SH-210. 
6990; SSCI 630; 01; PROBLEMS IN SOC SCI; 3; Lieberman, H.; 
MTWRF ; 1100-1210; SH-206. . 
SOCIAL SCIENCE (SSCI) / SECOND TERM 
6902; SSCI 104; 02; THE HUMAN DILEMMA; 4; Stensland, A.; 
MTWRF ; 0915-1045; SH-210. 
6954; SSCI 401; 04; CONCEPTS IN SOC SCI; 4; Stensland, A. ; 
MTWRF ; 0730-0900; SH-210. 
6955 ; SSCI 401; 05; CONCEPTS IN SOC SCI; 4; Haniff, G. ; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; SH-215. 
6991 ; SSCI 630; 02; PROBLEMS IN SOC SCI; 3; Haniff, G.; MTWRF; 
1100-1 21 O; SH-206. 
SPEECH SCIENCE, PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY 
(SSPA) / FIRST TERM 
7092; SSPA 695; 01; SUPV CUN SP PROG; 6; Kammermeier, M.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1230; EB. 
SPEECH SCIENC E, PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY 
(SSPA) / SECOND TERM 
7078 ; SSPA 460; 01 ; LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT; 3; Powers, G.; 
MTWR F; 1100-1230; EB. 
7082; SSPA 560; 01; LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT; 3; Powers, G. ; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; EB. 
7087; SSPA 642; 01 ; ADVANCED AUDIOLOGY; 3; Jacobson, J.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1045; EB-B215. 
SOCIAL STUD IES (SST)/ Fl RST TERM 
7259; SST 495; 01; ASSESSMT & ACCTABL TY; 4; Nunn, W.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1400; SH-204; June 16-27. 
7260; SST 595; 01 ; ASSESSMT & ACCTABL TY ; 4; Nunn, W.; 
MTWRF; 0915-1 400; SH -204; June 16-27. 
SOCIAL STUDIES (SST)/ SECOND TERM 
7251; SST 353; 01; TCHG SECNDY SOC STUD; 4; Hott, L.; 
MTWR F; 0915-1045; SH-206. 
7256; SST 640; 01; RECENT TREND TCHG SS; 3; Hott, L.; 
MTWRF; 1100-121 O; SH -204. 
SOCIAL WO RK (S W)/ FIRST TERM 
6475 ;SW 210; 01; SOCIAL WELFARE; 4; Herbison, P.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; SH-306 . 
6476; SW 311 ; 01 ; SOC WORK METHODS II; 4; Herbison, P.; 
MTWRF; 1100-1230; SH-306. 
6477 ; SW 444 ; 01 ; INTERNSHIP SOC WORK; VR; Herbison, P.; 
By Permission Only ; Grading Options; Su-Req.; Hours Arran. 
URBAN AFF AIRS (URB) / FIRST TERM 
7720; URB 495; 01 ; THE AMERICAN CITY; 2; Kelley, J.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045; SH -2 28; June 19-July 11. 
7721; URB 595; 01; THE AMERICAN CITY; 2; Kelley, J.; MTWRF; 
0915-1045 ; SH -228; June 19-July 11. 
29 
CAMPUS COMPASS WHAT WHO WHERE Ph . Housing Director of Housing CRH 2166 
Ide ntifica tion Card Student Li fe and 
Deve lopment Office AC 142 31 11 
WHAT WHO WHERE Ph. Illn ess or Injury Health Services HiH 3191 
Academic Difficulty Academic Affairs Office AS 204 3143 
After Hours Emergencies (See He alth Services 
Faculty Advi se r 
Informat io n ) 
Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Lost and Found General Office AS 0121 
Student Li fe and 
General Office BH 2115 
Development Office AC 142 3111 
General Office HH 3137 
Acade mi c Requireme nts Academic Affairs Office AS 204 3143 
Main Desk AC 2202 
Faculty Adviser 
Loans Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Regi strar AS 118 211 1 
Major, Assistance in Counseling Services SH 1 18 3171 
Activities, Clubs, etc. Student Life a nd 
Choice Graduate Office AS 116 2 11 3 
Deve lopment Office AC 142 3111 
Married Hou sing Directo r of Housing CRH 2166 
Address of Student College Directory 
Pay Checks Busi ness Office AS 123 3133 
Stud en t Life and 
Pe rsonal Problems Counseling Services SH 118 317 1 
Deve lopme nt Office AC 142 .3111 
Student Life and 
Address of Alumnus Alumni Office AH 4241 
Devel op ment Office AC 142 3111 
Parking Auxilia ry Services AS 106 2266 
Application for Major SCHOOL DEAN'S OFFICE Physical Ha ndicap Health Services HiH 3191 
Program School of Business BB 124 3212 Physical Examination Health Services HiH 319 1 
School of Education EB Al 13 3023 Pl acemen t (Career 
School of Fine Arts KVAC 111 3093 Pl anning) Placement Office AS 101 2151 
School of Industry HH 216 3137 Posters, Fylers, 
Schoo l of Liberal Arts & Duplicating, etc. Print Shop AC 126 
Sciences LH -A 2192 Probation (See Trial 
Banquet Facilities Main Desk AC 2202 Quarter) 
Brochures, Pamphlets, Main Desk Publicity Information Services AS 207 3151 
Publ icity Announcements (Distribution Point) AC 2202 Read ing Difficulty Counseling Services SH 118 317 1 
Bulletin: Undergraduate Registrar AS 118 2111 Recreation: Bowling, 
Bulletin: Graduate Graduate Office AS 116 2113 Billiards , Table Tennis, 
Calendar , Offici al Und ergrad uate and Cards, etc. Games Area AC 2278 
Graduate Bulletin Refunds Busi ness Office AS 123 3133 
Calenda r of Events Student Life and Rooms for Student Student Life and 
Deve lopment Office AC 142 3111 Meetings Development Office AC 142 31 11 
Change of Address Admissions and Records AS 118 2111 (Main Desk, for Atwood 
Student Life and Reservation s Only) AC 2202 
Development Offi ce AC 142 3111 Scholarships Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Career Pl anni ng Placement Office AS 101 2151 Scholastic Standings Adviser 
Change of College Student Life and Academic Affairs Office AS 204 3143 
Development Office AC 142 3111 Sc hool Supplies Bookstore SH Bsmt 2139 
Change of Course Adviser Se lective Service Student Life a nd 
Program Adviser AS 118 2111 Development Office AC 142 3 111 
Change of Major : SCHOOL DEAN'S OFFICE 
Speech Difficulty Counseling Services SHJ18 31 71 
Und ergraduate School of Business BB 124 3212 
Student Publications Office AC 139 2449 
School of Edu ca tion EBA113 3023 
Student Teaching Directo r of Student 
School of Fine Arts KVAC Ill 3093 
Teaching EB A 134 3007 
School of Industry HH 216 3137 
Study Skills Counselin g Services SH 118 3171 
School of Liberal Arts & 
Summer Employment Financial Aid s Office AS 121 2047 
Sciences LH -A 2192 
Test ing Counseling Services SH 118 317 1 
Class Schedule Academic Affairs Office AS 204 3143 
Textbooks Bookstore SH Bsmt 2139 
Counseling: Adviser 
Transc ript of Grades Academic Records AS 118 2111 
Academ ic Academic Affairs Office AS 204 3143 
Trial Quarter Records Office AS 118 2111 
Financial Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Typewriter Rental Main Desk AC 2202 
Personal Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Veterans' Information Student Life and 
Student Life and 
Development Office AC 142 3111 
Development Office AC 142 3111 
Counse lin g Services SH 118 3171 
Vocational Placement Offi ce AS 101 2151 
Vocational Information Placement Office AS 101 2151 
Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Withdrawal from College Stude nt Life and 
Cred it - By • 
Deve lopment Office AC 142 3111 
Examination Program Adviser AS 118 2111 
Degree Requirements Academic Affairs Office AS 204 3143 
School Dean's Office 
Adviser 
Registrar AS 118 2111 
Employment Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Placement Office AS 101 2151 
Entra nce Test Results Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Graduate Office AS 116 2113 
Financial Assistance Financial Aids Office AS 121 2047 
Grades Registrar AS 118 2111 
Adviser TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
Grad uate Fellowship Department Chairman 
Handicap, Physical Health Services HiH 3191 Off Campus · 255 must be dialed and then the last four numbers. 
Hearing Difficulty Counseling Services SH 118 3171 
Hospitali zation Health Services HiH 3191 On Campus · Only the last four numbers need to be dialed . 
Office of Admissions and Records 
St. Cloud State College 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 
MUST BE RETURNED BY MAY 9, 1975 
PLEASE FILL IN OR CIRCLE THE PROPER ITEMS 
Summer Course Request Form 
SRS009.1 
STUDENTS ENROLLED SPRING 
QUARTER DAY CLASSES MUST 
NOT USE THIS FORM 




4 Social Security Number 
1. Unmarried . 
2. Married 
46 
·1. Minn. Resident 
2. Non-Resident 
50 
Permanent Address and Phone 
13 14 Name: Last , First, Middle/Maiden (Please Use Full Legal Name 
College Residence Location 
1 . Twin City Metro Area 
2. St. Cloud Within 10 Miles 




I. Oriental/ Asian 
2. American Indian 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 






4H2 ' I I I I I I I I l I I I I I I 35 1 I I I I I I I I I I l I I I I J I I I 
36 Street Address (Line 2 If Needed - e.g. Apt. etc.) 
44 
Send Grades To -
(Addresses Below) 
1. Permanent Address 




I 3 14 Street Address (Line 1) L.J 
L_J 4H3 I I I /1 I I - ,._.....__.....___....__, 
54 City 73 State 
Billing Address and Phone (Please Complete Even If Sarne As Above) 
4H2 2 I , 1 1 1 , t I t 1 1 , 1 1 1 , t 1 1 1 t , I 
I 3 14 Street Address (Line 1) 
L_J L.:...I 
54 City 
Emergency Contact Address and Name 
(Circle One of the Numbers) 
4H4 1. Permanent Address 
4Cl 




1. I I I 
2 I I I ' I 
3. I I 
4. I I I 
12, Audit I 
3 Repeat 
s.l,,, 1,-·---·--- , 
6. I I I 12, Audit I 3 Repeat 











I I I I 
Name: Last/First/Middle 
AL TERNA TE REQUEST 
CREF* 
, 2. Audit 
3. Repeat 
2. Audit 
I 3. Repeat 
j 2. Audi t I 
3 Repeat 
12. Audit I 
3 Repeal 
2. Audit 








76 Zip Code 80 13 Area Code I 7 Telephone 23 
36 Street Address (Line 2 If Needed - e.g. Apt. etc.) 53 
L-1........l 4H3 21 I I 1/L..1 L..J - I I I I I 
76 Zip Code 80 1 3 Area Code I 7 Telephone Z3 
44 
Have you attended St. Cloud State before? Yes ____ _ No ___ _ 
If yes, First Quarter Attended? Qtr. ______ Year _____ _ 
Place of birth _______ ________________ _ 
* The CREF Number is the Four Digit Number which appears First in 
the course listing. 
NOTES: 
This form is for your own use in preparing a trial 
schedule. See page 7 for complete instructions. 








TRIAL SCHEDULE FORM 
NAM E ITO-OJ-I I I 
Last Firs t Midd le Maiden Soc ial Secur ity Number 
Fl RST CHO ICE AL TERNA TE CHOICE 
CREF DEPT CRSE SECT HRS TIM E M T w R F CREF DEPT CRSE SECT HR S 







Reference Number (always four dig its) 




Cl ass Meeting Time (chec k for conflicts) 
M = Monday 
T = Tu esday 
W = Wednesday 
R Thursday 
F = Friday 
Students who take advantage of Advance Registration must pay fees by May 30 for 
Summer Quarter. 
TI ME 
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 
ST. CLOUD ST ATE COLLEGE 
ST. CLOUD, MINNESOTA 56301 
NON PROFIT ORG. 
U.S. POST AGE 
PAID 
PERMIT NO. 460 
ST. CLOUD, MN 56301 
